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Abstract

Development of alternative propellants for Hall thruster operation is an active area of research. Xenon is the current propellant of choice for Hall thrusters, but can be costly in large thrusters and for extended test periods. Condensible propellants may offer an alternative to xenon, as they will not require costly active pumping to remove from a test facility, and may be less expensive to purchase. A method has been developed which uses segmented electrodes in the discharge channel of a Hall thruster to divert discharge current to and from the main anode and thus control the anode temperature. By placing a propellant reservoir in the anode, the evaporation rate, and hence, mass flow of propellant can be controlled.

Segmented electrodes for thermal control of a Hall thruster represent a unique strategy of thruster design, and thus the performance of the thruster must be measured to determine the effect the electrodes have on the thruster. Furthermore, the source of any changes in thruster performance due to the adjustment of discharge current between the shims and the main anode must be characterized.

A Hall thruster was designed and constructed with segmented electrodes. It was then tested at anode voltages between 300 and 400 V and mass flows between 4 and 6 mg/s, as well as 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and <5% of the discharge current on the shim electrodes. The level of current on the shims was adjusted by changing the shim voltage. At each operating point, the thruster performance, plume divergence, ion energy, and multiply charged ion fraction were measured.

Thruster performance exhibited a small change with the level of discharge current on the shim electrodes. Thrust and specific impulse increased by as much as 6% and 7.7%, respectively, as discharge current was shifted from the main anode to the shims at constant anode voltage. Thruster efficiency did not change. Plume divergence was reduced by approximately 4 degrees of half-angle at high levels of current on the shims and at all combinations of mass flow and anode voltage. The fraction of singly charged xenon in the thruster plume varied between approximately 80% and 95% as the anode voltage and mass flow were changed, but did not show a significant change with shim current. Doubly and triply charged xenon made up the remainder of the ions detected. Ion energy exhibited a mixed behavior. The highest voltage present in the thruster largely dictated the most probable energy; either shim or anode voltage, depending on which
was higher. The overall change in most probable ion energy was 20-30 eV, the majority of which took place while the shim voltage was higher than the anode voltage. The thrust, specific impulse, plume divergence, and ion energy all indicate that the thruster is capable of a higher performance output at high levels of discharge current on the shims. The lack of a change in efficiency and fraction of multiply charged ions indicate that the thruster can be operated at any level of current on the shims without detrimental effect, and thus a condensible propellant thruster can control the anode temperature without a decrease in efficiency or a change in the multiply charged ion fraction.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation for Electric Propulsion

Electric Propulsion (EP) is a technology for in-space propulsion by which a propellant is accelerated by electrical means, rather than the purely thermal means utilized in chemical thrusters. Chemical rockets suffer from two fundamental limitations that EP is well suited to eliminate. There is a limited amount of power available in a given flow of chemical fuel. This energy limit is based on the enthalpies of formation of fuel, oxidizer (if any) and reaction products, and thus a given combination of fuel and oxidizer cannot provide more energy than the enthalpies allow. This limits the maximum temperature of combustion. In addition, the structure of a chemical rocket is limited in the amount of heat flux it can tolerate before failing. Increasing the temperature of combustion of the propellants directly increases the heat flux, thus materials considerations prevent chemical thrusters from operating at very high temperatures. Due to the fact that the acceleration mechanism in rockets is based on the temperature of combustion, this places a fundamental limit on how fast the reaction products can leave the rocket. Exhaust velocity has a direct effect on the amount of propellant required to accomplish a mission. This can be seen using the rocket equation:

\[
\frac{\Delta v}{e^{\frac{\Delta v}{e}}} = \frac{M_o}{M_f}.
\]  

Eqn. 1-1

The \( \Delta v \) of a mission is directly related to the difficulty of the mission; the higher the \( \Delta v \), the higher the required total impulse from the propulsion system. Increasing the thruster exit velocity, then, will increase the ratio of initial to final mass, thus decreasing the amount of propellant necessary to apply a specified \( \Delta v \). The mass ratios required to perform a mission as a function of the mission \( \Delta v \) are plotted in Figure 1-1. \( \Delta v \) required to perform a low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit (LEO-GEO) transfer and a mars ascent maneuver are included.
EP thrusters avoid the limitations of chemical rockets by decoupling the acceleration mechanism from the propellant. In EP thrusters, the propellant is accelerated through application of electrical power, either in the form of electro thermal heating or through ionization and acceleration by electric or magnetic forces. Use of electrical power for electrothermal heating of propellant suffers from the same materials constraints as chemical rockets, and the maximum exhaust velocity is limited. Electromagnetic means of acceleration, however, do not require physical constraint of high-temperature propellant flows, as in chemical rockets. Removing the dependence on material thermal properties allows very high acceleration of propellants. Simply increasing the electromagnetic field that accelerates the propellant ions may increase the exhaust velocity of the thruster. Thrusters that utilize electric or magnetic means have very high exhaust velocities; Hall thrusters typically exhibit exhaust velocities in the range of 15,000-20,000 m/s. Gridded ion thrusters and magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters have exhaust velocities in excess of 30,000 m/s.\textsuperscript{2,3}

Chemical thrusters used for in-space propulsion typically have exhaust velocities in the 2,000-3,000 m/s range.\textsuperscript{4} Large primary-propulsion rockets have achieved exhaust velocities of up to 4,300 m/s. Replacing a chemical rocket with an EP system can greatly decrease the amount of propellant required for a mission, allowing for either a smaller spacecraft or an increased payload mass fraction. Additionally,
electric propulsion may be enabling for very long missions with a very high $\Delta v$ requirement. This is because the propellant mass fraction for a system with a low exhaust velocity becomes prohibitive at very high $\Delta v$, requiring that a propulsion system with a very high exhaust velocity be used.

A significant drawback to EP thrusters is that the thrust force is very low. This can be seen from the equation:

$$T = \frac{2\eta P}{u_e}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Eqn. 1-2}

Thus for a given thruster power and energy efficiency, a high exhaust velocity will result in a lower thrust force than would be seen for a low exhaust velocity. Thus for a thruster using 2 kW of power and operating at 50% efficiency with an exhaust velocity of 15,000 m/s, the thrust will be 0.133 N. The power available to the thruster cannot necessarily be increased. In chemical systems, thrust can be increased by increasing the rate at which fuel is consumed, thus increasing the power but reducing burn time. This means that maneuvers can be performed more quickly due to the large thrust forces involved, but does not remove the limitations of low exit velocity inherent to chemical systems. Furthermore, chemical rockets are energy limited. As the energy for production of thrust comes from the propellant itself, for a given propellant load a finite amount of energy is available. EP thrusters cannot be scaled up this simply. Spacecraft have limited amounts of power available, and thus a thruster cannot use the large amounts of power required for high thrust and high exhaust velocity. Thus EP is limited in how much power can be used at a time, unlike chemical systems where power is effectively unlimited. EP systems, however, have effectively unlimited energy. Due to the decoupling of propellant and the energy required for acceleration, EP can increase the energy imparted to the propellant without affecting total power. This does not eliminate the issue of limited power, however, and prevents EP from seeing use as a launch technology, as the thrust forces cannot overcome the pull of gravity at reasonable power levels. EP is extremely well suited to use in a space environment, however, as the thruster does not need to fight gravity directly and there is little or no atmospheric drag to overcome.
1.2 Hall Effect Thruster Overview

A Hall effect thruster is a coaxial device that uses electrostatic forces to accelerate an ionized propellant, which typically uses xenon gas as propellant.\textsuperscript{5,6} A diagram of a typical thruster is in Figure 1-2. Thrusters of this type have been under development since the early 1960s.\textsuperscript{7} Thrust forces from a Hall thruster are typically in the tens to hundreds of millinewtons.\textsuperscript{8,9} Hall thrusters have since been used primarily for station keeping maneuvers on satellites, but have also been used for primary propulsion on scientific missions.\textsuperscript{10}

The electric field in a Hall thruster is supplied by an anode, which is placed in the bottom of a ring-shaped ceramic discharge channel. Surrounding the discharge channel is a magnetic circuit, made up of electromagnet coils and ferromagnetic cores and poles which direct the magnetic field radially through the discharge channel. The magnetic field shape is such that the field strength is at maximum near or slightly upstream of the thruster exit plane. A charged particle entering this region is trapped by the fields and forced to move perpendicular to both; in this case circumferentially. Whether a particle will become trapped is dependant on the field strength and the particle mass. Particles trapped in a uniform magnetic field will move in a circular path with a radius defined as the Larmor radius. This radius can be calculated from the equation:

\[ r_l = \frac{mv}{qB} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 1-3}

where the velocity used for the calculation is only the component of velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. A condition for trapping a particle in a Hall thruster discharge, then, is that the Larmor radius of the particle is significantly smaller than the physical dimensions of the thruster. The magnetic field, then, is tuned such that the discharge electrons have a very small Larmor radius and are thus trapped, while the much more massive ions, with their correspondingly higher Larmor radii, will be able to escape relatively unimpeded. Electrons are provided to the thruster by an external cathode, which also functions as the beam neutralizer. The direction of the magnetic field is unimportant to thruster operation; reversing the field direction merely reverses the electron motion, and the effectiveness of the electron trap is unaffected.
Propellant is supplied to the discharge channel through the anode. The neutral atoms experience no net force from the electric or magnetic fields, and diffuse from the anode towards the thruster exit. As the propellant atoms travel through the cloud of trapped electrons, the atoms are ionized by electron impact, producing positively charged ions and additional free electrons. The newly-formed propellant ions now feel a net force from both the electric and magnetic fields in the thruster. A xenon ion has roughly 240,000 times the mass of an electron, which means the magnetic field in the thruster is far too small to trap the ions, thus the ions are accelerated out of the thruster by the electric field. The electric field, then, presents a ‘potential hill’ for the propellant ions. Ions are created at the top of the hill, and effectively roll down this hill, becoming accelerated according to the height of the hill.

1.3 Motivation for Alternative Propellants

Xenon has many attractive qualities as a Hall thruster propellant. Some of these advantages are low ionization cost, high atomic mass, and ease of propellant supply. Ionization cost is of high importance to thruster operation, as any portion of thruster power required to ionize the propellant is
unavailable for propellant acceleration, and represents a direct efficiency loss. Thus xenon can achieve a much higher theoretical efficiency than other monatomic gases such as krypton or argon due to its low ionization energy. The use of molecular gases as a propellant can be problematic, as electron impact events may not ionize the propellant, rather break the chemical bond between atoms and be a further loss of efficiency, thus monatomic propellants are preferred. High propellant mass is advantageous in that heavy atoms will provide more thrust than small atoms, on a per-atom basis. This is based on the electrostatic acceleration in a thruster, under the assumption that ions gain the same energy rolling down the potential hill represented by the thruster’s acceleration process, heavy atoms will move slower than light atoms. This relationship is based on the square root of the mass, however, while thrust is based on the product of mass and velocity. Thus the thrust is adjusted by the propellant mass divided by the square root of the propellant mass; a net increase for increasing mass. Xenon is the heaviest monatomic gas, thus it is the best gas for achieving high thrust. Xenon and other gases are very easy to supply to a thruster; propellant mass flow control is accomplished through commercially available mass flow controllers, and thus a precisely controlled flow of propellant can be maintained to the thruster with minimal effort. A complete analysis of this is presented in Appendix 1.

Xenon is not without drawbacks, however. The two most important issues with xenon use are propellant cost and testing facility cost. Xenon is a very expensive gas, thus testing of large-scale thrusters, extended lifetime tests, or long missions have significant propellant costs. These costs can become prohibitive for very long missions. The benefit of a less expensive propellant, then, is a direct cost savings in testing and flight of a thruster.

The gaseous nature of xenon, which makes it so favorable from a feed system standpoint, causes serious issues with ground testing. Thruster exhaust must be removed from the facility in order to maintain the facility at a space-like vacuum. With gaseous propellants, this involves the use of large and costly pumping hardware. As the required pump throughput increases linearly with propellant mass flow (and hence, thruster power), testing of very large thrusters requires very large pumping systems. By using a condensible propellant, this problem can be avoided. Condensible propellants are those which are a solid or liquid at room temperature, and must be heated and evaporated before injection into a thruster discharge. Unlike gaseous propellants, a condensible propellant is in effect ‘self pumping,’ and does not require active
removal from the vacuum facility. Rather, the propellant exhausted from the thruster will freeze upon impact with the walls of the facility. The only active pumping required, then, is only that which is necessary to achieve and maintain vacuum, and is independent of thruster operation.

1.4 The Direct Evaporation Method

Through the analysis of the energetics of several candidate propellant options, as presented in Appendix 1, bismuth has emerged as a propellant that is well suited to Hall thruster operation. Bismuth is a favorable propellant due to several factors, including ionization energy and testing costs. The ionization energy of bismuth is 7.2 eV per atom, which is significantly less than the 12.1 eV ionization energy of xenon. This will manifest as a direct energy savings to the thruster, and allow for higher theoretical efficiencies as less of the thruster’s energy supply is required to ionize the propellant. The cost savings are manifested as savings in both facilities and the propellant itself. Since bismuth is a condensible propellant, the thruster exhaust does not need to be actively pumped from the test chamber, rather it will condense on the chamber walls. Due to the great expense of pumping in construction and operation of the vacuum facilities required for EP testing, elimination of the need to actively pump exhausted propellant will be a major cost savings. Additionally, the cost of bismuth is much less than that of xenon, allowing extended thruster testing at a much lower initial cost in propellant. Although immature as a Hall thruster propellant, the use of bismuth is not without precedent.\textsuperscript{11} Soviet work performed in the 1970’s and 1980’s evaluated bismuth anode layer thrusters. TsNIIIMASH researchers reported thrusters with a power level up to 140 kW and exhaust velocities on the order of 80,000 m/s at anode efficiencies exceeding 70\textsuperscript{\%}.\textsuperscript{12} The anode layer thrusters in these studies differ from the SPT-type thruster studied here in that the discharge channel of an anode layer thruster is shallow and the walls are also the anode surface. SPT-type thrusters utilize an anode at base of a deeper channel than anode-layer thrusters, with the channel walls made up of ceramic. More recently, efforts under the Very High Impulse Thruster with an Anode Layer (VHITAL) program have made progress towards development of a very high specific impulse, high power thruster.\textsuperscript{12}

Bismuth presents its own engineering difficulties, however. In order for the thruster to operate, there must be a precisely controlled source of bismuth vapor. Previous work used a heated bismuth reservoir that fed vapor directly into the thruster. The difficulty with this method was that the reservoir
required significant resistive heating to maintain a temperature high enough to vaporize bismuth in sufficient quantities (more than 1,000 K), as the vapor pressure of bismuth is the driving factor in the evaporation rate and is dependent on temperature. These resistive heaters present a direct power loss to the thruster, as the power required for the heaters is nonpropulsive, and thus does not contribute to the performance of the thruster. In order to reduce or eliminate the need for resistive heating, a technique has been developed that utilizes the waste heat from the thruster to warm the bismuth reservoir to the required temperatures.\textsuperscript{13,14} In this design, the main anode of the thruster functions as the bismuth reservoir. This design has the potential to eliminate the need for resistive heaters during operation due to the fact that the plasma electrons heat the anode. This will allow the anode to be maintained at a temperature sufficient for bismuth evaporation purely from the discharge waste heat. The evaporation rate is controlled through the reservoir temperature and the permeated area through which the bismuth vapors diffuse into the discharge chamber. Since it is not practical to vary the vapor escape area through the reservoir mechanically, the mass flow rate, $\dot{m}$, is controlled by varying the reservoir temperature within the thruster. The evaporation rate is governed by the equilibrium vapor pressure of the liquid metal with the resultant goal of maintaining the appropriate evaporator temperature, which when combined with the open area produces sufficient quantities of bismuth vapor. Previous studies have found that for an anode with a 10% open-area fraction in a thruster of the type investigated in this paper, a temperature of 750 °C is sufficient to provide the necessary bismuth mass flow.\textsuperscript{14}

Control of anode/reservoir temperature is necessary to control the flow of bismuth. If a traditional Hall thruster anode were replaced with a bismuth-carrying anode, any increase in temperature over the desired operation point would increase the bismuth flow. This increased flow would result in a higher discharge current, which in turn would increase electron flux to the anode, further increasing the anode temperature. This would in turn cause an even higher bismuth evaporation rate, which would continue in a positive feedback loop of increasing temperature, current, and heat into the anode. To maintain the anode at the desired temperature, an active control mechanism must be in place to either increase the heat loss from the anode or decrease the heat flux from the plasma electrons. Changing the heat loss from the anode is problematic, so adjustment of the incoming electron heat flux will be used to control the anode temperature. In order to control the temperature of the main anode, a pair of inert shim electrodes can be
added to the discharge channel of the thruster, downstream of the main anode, as shown in Figure 1-3. By slightly varying the shim electrode voltage with respect to the main anode/reservoir, the discharge current can be shifted between the shim electrodes and the main anode. This shift in discharge current will then shift the discharge heating, with the result that shifting current to the shims will cool the main anode, and diverting current back to the anode will increase its temperature, and hence the bismuth evaporation rate. This thermal control strategy has been successfully implemented in a Hall thruster, and the temperatures achieved by the anode and the shims are plotted in Figure 1-4 for a typical experiment with the thruster.

Figure 1-3: Cross-section view of the thruster with shim electrodes and main anode.
Figure 1-4: Temperature and current deposition on both the main and shim anodes as a function of time for a thruster operating at 400 V

The shim electrode configuration proposed here is part of a larger thruster design strategy involving what are known as segmented anodes, where the thruster does not have a single main anode, rather two or more anodes which can be independently controlled for various purposes. Segmented anodes have been implemented in Hall thruster development for several purposes not related to thermal control. One use of segmented electrodes in previous studies was as a method of achieving two-stage operation,\textsuperscript{8,9} where the shim electrodes are maintained at a potential between the anode and the cathode, allowing for an acceleration-only stage which would allow the propellant to be accelerated to very high velocities. A diagram of one two-stage thruster design is in Figure 1-5. Other experimental investigations have been performed on segmented-electrode Hall thrusters which attempted to improve the performance of the thruster.\textsuperscript{17,18,19} These investigations showed that the divergence of the thruster plume could be improved through the use of segmented electrodes, as shown in Figure 1-6. The thruster used for the segmented electrode experiments is displayed in Figure 1-7. The investigations in these previous studies are very different in implementation of the segmented electrodes than the thermal control strategy proposed here. In all of the previous research on segmented electrodes, the goal was a performance increase; either through an increase in exhaust velocity from two-stage operation or improvement of the beam divergence and other
characteristics. The effect of segmented anodes when used for thermal control of the main anode on the performance of the thruster is not fully known, and represents a significant area of interest for future bismuth thruster development. Experiments performed on a similar thruster design operated with segmented anodes as a thermal control mechanism showed little change in thruster performance or beam profile.\textsuperscript{16,20} Additionally, the experiments showed that while the thruster design used could not achieve the absolute temperatures expected to be necessary for bismuth evaporation, a control authority of nearly 100 C was available on the main anode, allowing for significant throttling capability.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{diagram.png}
\caption{Diagram of a two-stage Hall thruster as used in Ref. 8}
\end{figure}
1.5 Contribution of Research

The research reported here will contribute to the body of knowledge about Hall thrusters by determining the performance of a segmented electrode thruster as the discharge current is shifted between the main anode and the shims. This is unique in that previous efforts at utilizing segmented electrodes were oriented toward optimizing the plume characteristics of the thruster or increasing the total acceleration.
voltage through a two-stage acceleration method. The use of segmented anodes for thermal control thus represents a new thruster design and operation strategy, and must be thoroughly characterized from a performance and plume standpoint. The future development of a bismuth thruster using segmented anodes for thermal control requires thorough knowledge of the behavior of the thruster itself, using known and well-characterized propellants, so the performance change from switching to bismuth can be determined. The analysis of the behavior of a segmented electrode thruster will be performed using two methods. The first of these is to measure the thrust produced by the thruster and determine the effective exhaust velocity and energy efficiency of the thruster. Doing so will evaluate the ‘black box’ performance of the thruster, and hence whether the benefit to a spacecraft is changed by the addition of the segmented anode thermal control strategy. The second way to determine if the thruster’s operating parameters have changed is to use plasma probes to measure the behavior of the ions in the plume of the thruster. Changes in the plume divergence (the direction of ion velocity), ion energy (ion velocity), and the number of multiply charged ions can all have an effect on the ‘black box’ performance of the thruster, and as such can provide insight into the reason for any performance change with the proportional control of the current acceptance by the segmented electrodes. Thus the goal of the research reported here is to:

- Determine if the performance of a 2-kW Hall-effect thruster is affected by adjustment of the location of discharge current attachment and, hence, discharge electron heating.
- Characterize the plasma in the thruster exhaust using several plasma probes, to attempt to determine the source, if any, of the performance change
Chapter 2: Segmented Thruster Design

2.1 BPT-2000

The BPT-2000 is a 2-kW Hall thruster which was developed by Busek and Primex (now Aerojet), as shown in Figure 2-1. The thruster utilizes four electromagnetic coils at the periphery of the thruster. There is no center magnetic coil. Rather, a large (~25mm-diameter) soft iron pole is placed at the axis of the thruster, allowing the return of magnetic flux to the back plate without the need for a separate magnetic coil.

The body of the thruster is constructed from boron nitride ceramic, with a ring-shaped discharge channel machined on one side. The thruster anode has a U-shaped cross section, and fills the entire discharge channel, as shown in Figure 2-2. Welded to the bottom-inside of the anode is the propellant distributor, which has a conical cross section and extends approximately halfway up the anode.

![Figure 2-1: Photograph of the BPT-2000 with cathode](image-url)
The performance of the BPT-2000 has been characterized in Ref. 21 to be in the roughly 1750 s specific impulse range (varying between approximately 1450 and 1800 s) and approximately 45-50% total energy efficiency over power ranges of 1,500-2,500 W and anode voltages of 300, 350, and 400 V. The beam of the BPT-2000 thruster has been characterized to have a 52-55 degree half-angle required to enclose 90% of the beam current.

### 2.2 Laboratory Thruster

The thruster constructed for the experiments reported here is identical to the BPT-2000 in magnetic circuit and exterior dimensions. A photograph of the thruster is in Figure 2-3. The boron nitride body was manufactured to the same interior and exterior dimensions as the BPT-2000 body, such that the anode from a BPT-2000 could be inserted into the thruster without modification. The original anode was replaced with a much smaller main anode, which fills the center of the bottom half of the discharge channel, as shown in Figure 2-4. The new anode does not fill the entire width of the channel, rather it is significantly narrower to allow for a higher power density and thus higher anode temperatures. Shim electrodes were added at the end of the discharge channel, pressed against

![Figure 2-2: Cross section of the BPT-2000 Hall thruster](image-url)
the exit rings. Boron nitride spacers were used to fill the remaining space and hold the shims in a constant location away from the anode. The anode was fastened to the boron nitride body similarly to the original anode from the BPT-2000, and functioned as the propellant distributor.

Figure 2-3: Photograph of the segmented electrode hall thruster
2.3 Cathode

The laboratory cathode utilized for thruster operation consisted of a lanthanum hexaboride emitter pellet, enclosed in a titanium shell. A loop of tungsten outside the titanium shell functioned as a keeper electrode. The pellet was heated through tungsten resistive heaters. Thermal insulation was accomplished through use of molybdenum multilayer insulation, which served to greatly reduce radiative heat losses. Cathode operation consisted of heating the pellet to temperatures that would emit electrons while in the presence of a xenon flow. Once the cathode pellet became hot enough to emit electrons, a discharge was initiated between the cathode and the keeper. Once the cathode discharge was established, the thruster discharge could be initiated. The cathode was operated with xenon flow equal to 10% of the thruster mass flow. The heater and keeper were operated continuously throughout testing at low power levels, to maintain the cathode discharge in case the thruster discharge unexpectedly terminated.
Chapter 3: Performance Characterization

There are three aspects of performance, which, while related, can each provide unique insight into thruster operation. These aspects are thrust, specific impulse, and efficiency. Thrust is of obvious importance to thruster operation. Specific impulse is defined as the total impulse provided by a propulsion system per unit weight of propellant. Total impulse provided by a thruster system is defined by:

\[ I = \int F \, dt. \quad \text{Eqn. 3-1} \]

In an EP system, however, the assumption can be made that thrust is constant for a given operating point, allowing for removal of the integral notation. Specific impulse is the total impulse provided per unit weight of propellant, and can be found by:

\[ I_{sp} = \frac{F_t}{mg}. \quad \text{Eqn. 3-2} \]

This can be further simplified by substituting for mass flow, giving the solution:

\[ I_{sp} = \frac{F}{mg}. \quad \text{Eqn. 3-3} \]

This solution is very similar to the equation for velocity as a function of the mass flow and thrust force of a fluid flow, which is calculated by:

\[ u_e = \frac{F}{m}. \quad \text{Eqn. 3-4} \]

The only difference between the equations for specific impulse and flow velocity is that the gravitational constant \( g \) has been added. Thus the specific impulse is a measurement of the average exhaust velocity of the thruster. A change in specific impulse thus can determine if the thruster acceleration mechanism is changing. It is expected, then, that specific impulse will change with shim and main anode voltages, as these quantities both directly affect the electric field in the thruster and thus the potential hill present. It is not expected that specific impulse will be dependant on thruster mass flow, so the specific impulse measurement is effectively removing mass flow from consideration of thruster performance. Moreover, as the exhaust velocity (and thus, specific impulse) has a direct effect on the amount of propellant a spacecraft
must carry for a given mission as in Eqn. 1-1, the characterization of specific impulse will help determine if
the proportional control of segmented anodes will affect the propellant requirements for a space mission.

The third aspect of thruster performance that will be considered is efficiency. This is calculated
through Eqn. 1-2, which can be solved for efficiency, yielding the equation:

$$\eta = \frac{F \cdot u_e}{2P}.$$ \textbf{Eqn. 3-5}

Exhaust velocity has already been calculated in terms of thrust force and mass flow in Eqn. 3-4, however,
and can be substituted to yield:

$$\eta = \frac{P^2}{2mP}.$$ \textbf{Eqn. 3-6}

Thus the efficiency of the thruster can be calculated from thrust, mass flow and power. In an EP thruster
power is equal to the output of the thruster power supplies. Several different values of thruster power can
be used here, however. The thruster cathode and magnets typically require some power to operate, so total
power used to calculate efficiency can be the sum of discharge, magnet, and cathode powers. This can
complicate the analysis of the acceleration efficiency of the thruster, however, as magnet and cathode
powers are non-propulsive and dependent largely on the specifics of their design. Thus only the thruster
discharge power will be used to calculate efficiency. Discharge power is the product of voltage and current
at the anode (and for a segmented thruster, the sum of power deposited on the main anode and the shims),
so the efficiency when calculated with only the discharge power is called the anode efficiency.

### 3.1 Vacuum Facility

All tests were performed in the Xenon Test Facility (XTF) at Michigan Technological University.
The facility is comprised of a 2-m-diameter by 4-m-long vacuum tank. Rough pumping is accomplished by
a two-stage rotary oil-sealed vacuum pump with a Roots blower, capable of pumping at 200 l/s. High
vacuum is achieved through dual 48-inch-diameter cryopumps, capable of a combined pumping rate of
120,000 l/s on nitrogen as in Figure 3-1. Tank pressure was measured via a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge
mounted behind the thruster, on one of the end-caps of the tank. Base pressure of the tank is below \(7 \times 10^{-6}\)
Torr (\(5.25 \times 10^{-8}\) Pa), and the maximum pressure seen during testing was \(3.84 \times 10^5\) Torr (\(2.88 \times 10^7\) Pa),
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corrected for xenon. The probes utilized in the characterization of the thruster plume were mounted on a motion table with two linear axes, one parallel to the tank axis and one horizontal and perpendicular to tank axis. Rotation about the vertical axis was accomplished through use of a rotary stage, as shown in Figure 3-2. The motion tables were controlled via servomotor.

Figure 3-1: Photograph of the XTF
3.2 Thrust Stand

A NASA-Glenn-style\textsuperscript{22} inverted pendulum thrust stand was utilized for thrust characterization, as shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4. The thrust stand takes advantage of the nature of a pendulum, that there are two equilibrium points where the pendulum will remain if unperturbed. The most well-known of these points is pointed downward. This state is the most stable position, as any perturbation which moves the pendulum from this state will cause the pendulum to swing through this point until friction, air resistance, and other drag forces reduce its energy to the point where it is stationary at the downward-pointed position again. The second equilibrium point is pointed directly upward. This is inherently unstable, as any perturbation will cause the pendulum to swing downward, away from its initial position. The pendulum will then swing normally until it is slowed by drag and goes to the downward-pointed equilibrium state. The inverted pendulum thrust stand places the thruster on top of a pendulum in the upward-pointed, unstable equilibrium state. This allows the small thrust forces produced by the thruster to cause large changes in displacement, which are then read by a linear variable displacement transducer.
(LVDT). The thrust stand is maintained in the upright position by a retention spring. The thruster mounting plate is supported by leaf springs, which allow the thruster mounting plate to move while assisting the retention spring in maintaining the thrust stand in the upright position. The system is extremely sensitive to vibration due to its unstable equilibrium and retention via spring force, so an electromagnetic damper is used to control motion of the thrust stand, effectively eliminating vibration from the thrust measurements.

Figure 3-3: Photograph of a Hall thruster on the thrust stand
Due to the unstable nature of the thrust measurement provided by an inverted pendulum, the thrust stand must be maintained at a precise angle relative to the horizontal plane. Any change in orientation angle from this best point will cause the thrust stand to gradually drift, as its null-force point is no longer facing directly upwards. Measurement of this angle is accomplished through the use of a high-precision tilt sensor, capable of 0.2 arc second resolution over a range of +/- 0.5 degrees. The lower frame of the thrust stand was supported on the base plate in three places; two flexible posts at the front, which were threaded into the base plate and thus not able to move, and a threaded jack screw in the back. The jack screw was threaded into the thrust stand frame, with the bottom resting against the base plate. Adjustment of the screw would then raise or lower the back of the thrust stand, thus controlling the level. A computer-controlled stepper motor controlled of the screw. The resolution of the motor and the thread pitch of the screw were such that a single step of the motor translated to a 1.6-micron elevation change in the screw. Given the distance between the front supports and the jack screw was approximately 0.5 m, the change in angle was calculated to be 0.65 arc seconds per motor step, from the equation:

\[
\Delta \theta = \arcsin\left(1.6 \times 10^{-6}/0.5\right). 
\]

**Eqn. 3-7**
Calibration of the thrust stand is accomplished through the use of eight weights attached to a string, which is attached to a reel on an electric motor above the thrust stand as shown in Figure 3-5. Calibration is accomplished by turning the reel to shift the weights to pull on the thrust stand, adding a new weight for each measurement point in the calibration. As the masses (and thus, the weights) of the weights is known, the voltage output from the LVDT can be converted into a series of points which describe a linear relationship. Performing a linear regression on the calibration curve provides the slope and intercept necessary to obtain a thrust measurement from the thrust stand.

Thermal control of the thrust stand is highly important, as any change in temperature will change the stiffness of the leaf and retention springs, changing the calibration of the thrust stand. Control of temperature was accomplished by water-cooling the mounting block for the thruster, and enclosing the thrust stand in a water cooled copper shroud. The cooled mounting block prevented any

![Figure 3-5: Photograph of the calibration system](image-url)
temperature change via conduction from the thruster, and the shroud prevented heating of the thrust stand via radiation. To ensure the thrust stand was at thermal equilibrium, the cooling water was turned on well in advance of the onset of testing, to allow several hours for the thrust stand to reach thermal equilibrium.

3.3 **Thruster Operating Characteristics**

Hall thrusters typically use the anode voltage, magnetic field, and propellant mass flow as control points. Discharge current is not actively regulated, and can rise or fall freely according to the three controlling factors. This is complicated somewhat in a segmented electrode Hall thruster. The voltage on the shims or the main anode needs to be adjusted to divert the discharge current from the main anode to the shims. In the experiments reported here, the shim voltage was used as the control for the shim current and hence, the discharge electron heating. A sample plot of the current on the shims and the main anode, as well as the total discharge current, is included in Figure 3-6. Additionally, the complete test matrix performed, with voltages and currents for every operating point examined are in Table 3-4.

There are two roughly linear regions in the current characteristic. The extremes of the characteristic show a roughly equal shallow slope, while the center of the characteristic has a much higher slope. This indicates that the change in voltage necessary to adjust the current attachment when it is equally shared between the main anode and the shims is much smaller than that required to force all of the current to either the shims or the main anode. This can complicate fine control of the level of discharge heating on either the shims or the main anode, as points in the center of the characteristic are very sensitive to small changes in voltage. An unexpected result of shifting all of the discharge current to the shims is that the voltage required to do so is higher than the anode voltage. This is a unique voltage configuration, and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Figure 3-6: Characteristic shift in current on the shims and main anode as shim voltage was varied. Thruster was operating at 350 V on the anode and 5 mg/s of mass flow.

The other combinations of anode voltage and mass flow showed similar behavior, as shown for all anode voltages in Figure 3-7. At all combinations of mass flow and anode voltage, the initial increase as current was first moved to the shims was slow as a function of voltage, then increased rapidly through the operating points with 25%, 50%, and 75% of the current on the shims, then slowed again as the current approached 100% on the shims.

The total current of the thruster was also slightly affected by the diversion of current from the shims to the main anode, as shown in Figure 3-8. The condensed x-axis shows the relationship of shim
voltages among the different thruster operating points. At each combination of mass flow and anode voltage, the total current increased with shim voltage. In some cases the current reached a maximum when the current was evenly split between the anode and shims, but in the majority of cases the maximum was when all current was on the shims. A reason for this can be attributable to any number of reasons; increased ionization fraction of the propellant, increased multiply charged ion fraction, and/or increased electron mobility are the most likely sources of this change.

Total thruster power also changed with shim potential, as shown in Figure 3-9. The change in power does not have the same shape as the changes in current with shim voltage, rather at many of the combinations of anode voltage and mass flow the thruster power was minimized when 25% or 50% of the discharge current was on the shims and maximum when all discharge current was on the shims. The reason for maximum power when all current was on the shims is obvious; the combination of high total current and high shim voltage result in a higher total discharge power. The low power at 25% and 50% of the discharge current on the shims is due to two factors; first, the total current is lower, and second a significant percentage of current is on the shims, which are at a relatively low voltage. The subsequent rise in power as discharge current was shifted fully to the main anode is due to the anode voltage being higher than the shim voltage, thus the diverted current is being pulled through a higher potential and provides more power.
3.4 Thrust Characterization

Thrust was measured directly by the thrust stand and recorded by a computer. Plotting the thrust measured for each anode voltage and mass flow combination as a function of shim voltage showed the general trends in thrust as all three factors were varied, as shown in Figure 3-10. The first two conclusions to be drawn from these data are that thrust increased with mass flow and with anode voltage. Both these conclusions are expected; an increase in anode voltage (and the corresponding increase in shim voltage required to divert electron heating to the desired location) will accelerate the ions to higher velocities than a low voltage, and hence, increase the thrust force. Increased mass flow will also directly increase the thrust force, assuming the ion acceleration mechanism (and hence, ion velocity) is unaffected. Additionally, the thrust appears to increase with shim voltage, a trend which indicates ion acceleration is dictated at least somewhat by the shim voltage.
Figure 3-10: Thrust measured as a function of all three experimental factors. Higher shim voltages for a given mass flow and anode voltage combination correspond to higher discharge heating acceptance by the shims.

Application of the analysis of variance as outlined in Appendix B to these data show that all three experimental factors have an effect on the thrust, with excellent certainty, as shown in Table 3-1. The P-values estimate the probability that the null hypothesis is true. As each of them is well below one percent, it can be said with excellent certainty that shifting discharge electron heating from the anode to the shims has a net effect on the thrust.

The width of the 95% confidence interval on the thrust data, then, is calculated to be 6.68mN. This is a moderate uncertainty, ranging from 5-10% of the measured values of thrust. This uncertainty could be greatly reduced if further testing of the thruster was performed, allowing a reduction in the t-distribution value used as well as a reduced contribution from the sample variance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F₀</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>3978.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1989.3</td>
<td>183.3</td>
<td>1.3x10⁻¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>16909.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8454.6</td>
<td>779.2</td>
<td>2.3x10⁻³⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>370.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.0x10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>390.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>21648.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Specific Impulse Characterization

Specific impulse of the thruster at all operating points is plotted in Figure 3-11. The trends in specific impulse are similar to thrust; specific impulse appeared to increase with all three factors. A notable exception to this is the specific impulse at 300 V on the main anode and 5 mg/s of mass flow. In this case the specific impulse was lower than that seen at 300 V and 4 mg/s, the opposite of the trend seen at the other operating points.

Analysis of variance shows that, similarly to thrust, the specific impulse sees a significant effect from all three factors, as shown in Table 3-2. The P-values for each factor are extremely small, similarly to the thrust measurement, however the relationship of P-values to each other is slightly different. While in the thrust measurements the smallest P-value was for mass flow (thus indicating that mass flow was the most significant factor), the most significant factor in specific impulse was the anode voltage. In specific impulse, as in thrust, the shim discharge heating level was the least-important factor.

![Figure 3-11: Specific Impulse as a function of shim voltage for all thruster operating conditions tested. Higher shim voltage for a given anode voltage indicates higher discharge electron heating on the shims.](image-url)
Table 3-2: ANOVA table of Specific Impulse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F₀</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode voltage</td>
<td>1589512</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>794756</td>
<td>383.8</td>
<td>5.3x10-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow</td>
<td>229040</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>114520</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>1.1x10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>147821</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36955</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>3.7x10-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>74539</td>
<td></td>
<td>2071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2040912</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 95% confidence interval on the data is somewhat smaller for specific impulse than for thrust; the width of the interval is 92.3 s, only 3.8-5.7% of the measurement. While this error is smaller as a percentage of the measurement than that for thrust, the uncertainty is still on the order of the specific impulse change over the range of shim sharing levels.

### 3.6 Efficiency Characterization

Efficiency is a direct measure of energy wasted during thruster operation. It is therefore important to spacecraft designers who desire the smallest possible power input (and thus the smallest possible power supply) for a given amount of thrust. Efficiency was calculated from the power and propellant mass flow supplied to the thruster and the thrust output. Efficiency for all thruster operating points is plotted in Figure 3-12. Similarly to thrust and specific impulse, the data indicate a significant dependence on anode voltage and mass flow. The increase in thruster efficiency with thruster voltage was expected, and has been seen in previous thruster investigations. Unlike thrust and specific impulse, however, the efficiency change with shim voltage does not appear to indicate that there is a significant effect on the efficiency as a function of shim voltage.

Examining the efficiency data through use of the analysis of variance in Table 3-3 shows that the conclusions reached by initial visual inspection are correct. Thruster efficiency is significantly affected by both thrust and propellant mass flow. The P-value of 0.522 for the discharge electron heating level, which corresponds to a 52.2% certainty that the null hypothesis is true, is large enough that it can be said with good confidence that the location of discharge electron heating does not significantly affect the efficiency of the thruster.
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Application of the estimate of variance obtained by the analysis of variance, a confidence interval can be constructed of the thruster efficiency, using the same method as for thrust and specific impulse. The 95% confidence interval on efficiency has a width of 0.0526. This uncertainty is large relative to the measurements themselves; at best, the uncertainty is 8.6% of the measurement, and at worst it is 13% of the measurement; a much larger uncertainty than that seen in the specific impulse or thrust data.

Table 3-3: ANOVA table of Efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F₀</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>.07494</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.03747</td>
<td>55.72</td>
<td>9.515x10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>.03108</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.01554</td>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>3.499x10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>.0022</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.00055</td>
<td>.8183</td>
<td>.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.00067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3-12: Thruster Efficiency as a function of all three experimental factors. Higher shim voltage for a given anode voltage indicates higher discharge heating on the shims.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode Voltage</th>
<th>Anode Voltage</th>
<th>Shim Voltage</th>
<th>Shim Voltage</th>
<th>Total Current</th>
<th>Total Power</th>
<th>Operating Point Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300 V</td>
<td>4 mg/s of xenon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>1304.1</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>305100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1225.7</td>
<td>1501.8</td>
<td>204100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>1525.8</td>
<td>1906.9</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1485.3</td>
<td>355100</td>
<td>5000.9</td>
<td>355100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>1586.4</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 V</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1556.3</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1501.8</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1371.5</td>
<td>1906.9</td>
<td>244250</td>
<td>204100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1365.7</td>
<td>1906.9</td>
<td>244250</td>
<td>204100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1552.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 V</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>355100</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1321.8</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1556.3</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1481.6</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1552.1</td>
<td>204100</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mg/s of xenon</td>
<td>300 V</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1525.8</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>1586.4</td>
<td>1673.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 V</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>355100</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>2364.8</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1743.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1702.5</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>1725.5</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 V</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>355100</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2178.8</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>2005.7</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1968.1</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>1991.9</td>
<td>1999.9</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 mg/s of xenon</td>
<td>300 V</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1846.8</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1836.9</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1840.5</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 V</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>32344</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2134.1</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2044.5</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>2142.4</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 V</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>2700.8</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2462.5</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>2454.6</td>
<td>2000.8</td>
<td>306100</td>
<td>244250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4: Plume Divergence Characterization

Characterization of the plume divergence of the thruster may provide insight into the changes seen in performance as the discharge current is shifted from the main anode to the shims. There are two ways in which beam divergence is an important factor in thruster design; loss of performance and spacecraft integration issues. The aspect of beam divergence which is more important here is the effect on performance. It has already been established that the performance of the thruster changes as the location of discharge electron heating changes from the shims to the main anode, so the source of these changes must be determined. Any ions leaving the thruster with velocities at nonzero angles relative to the thrust axis will contribute less to thrust than ions accelerated directly along the axis. This is due to the fact that an ion accelerated at a nonzero angle relative to the thrust axis has two components of velocity; one along the thrust axis and one perpendicular to it (assuming a cylindrical coordinate system, the axial component would be in the $z$-direction and the off-axis component would be in the $r$-direction). Assuming the thruster is axisymmetric, any ion accelerated one direction relative to the thrust axis has a counterpart accelerated at an equal angle off axis in the opposite direction. Thus the perpendicular components of thrust are canceled out, leaving only the axial component. As the axial component of velocity (and hence, thrust) is dictated by $v_z = v \cos \theta$, the total thrust of an ion accelerated at a nonzero angle from the axis of thrust will contribute less to thrust than one accelerated parallel to the axis. Spacecraft integration issues arise as anything placed within the plume of the thruster will be damaged by the plume ions, thus reducing its lifetime. Hall thrusters have significant plume divergence angles which are of major concern for spacecraft integration and design. With the addition of segmented electrodes, any change in beam divergence as discharge electron heating is moved between the shims and the anode can further complicate the design issues presented by the Hall thruster plume.

4.1 Faraday Probe

A Faraday probe is a planar electrostatic probe,\textsuperscript{24,25,26} biased negative relative to the plasma floating potential in the ion saturation regime. Biasing to this voltage allows the probe to pull in the ions in the discharge, while rejecting discharge electrons. Data are acquired by sweeping the probe across the face
of the thruster, and measuring the current collected at each point in the sweep. Faraday probe sweeps are
usually circular arcs at a constant radius from the thruster, allowing the current measurements to represent
the relative flux of ions as a function of distance or angle from the thruster axis. Distance from the thruster
has a large effect on ion density. Eliminating this as a factor in the ion current measurement allows
determination of the plume divergence. Faraday probes have seen extensive use in characterization of Hall
thruster plumes in previous studies\textsuperscript{16,17,18,19,20,21,24,25}

Typical Faraday probes are constructed from a flat electrode surrounded by a conductive guard
ring. The electrode and guard ring are electrically isolated and biased to the same potential. This allows
for a flatter electric field profile directly in front of the probe, and thus prevents the probe from pulling in
ions from the sides of its scan area, keeping the collected current density as accurate as possible. Ion
current density is calculated by simply dividing the probe current by the area of the probe.

The Faraday probe utilized in the work reported here consisted of a 2.4-mm-dia. tungsten
electrode enclosed in an alumina tube with diameter 4 mm. A photograph of the probe used is included in
Figure 4-1. The guard ring was constructed of stainless steel and surrounded the alumina tube at the end of
the probe. Measurements were taken using a Keithley 2410 sourcemeter. Performing an I-V sweep and
finding the voltage where the probe was fully in the ion saturation regime determined the bias voltage. The
guard ring was operated on a separate power supply, set to the same voltage as the sourcemeter. Faraday
probe scans were performed at 250 mm from the thruster exit, sweeping through off-axis distances of 200
mm on either side of the thruster axis. These off-axis distances corresponded to an off-axis angle of 53.1
degrees. The sweeps were divided into 51 equally-spaced points 2.124 degrees apart, such that the distance
between points in the sweep was 9.3 mm. Two measurements were made at every point in the probe
sweep, allowing for determination of the sample variance of the current measurement.
4.2 Faraday Probe Sweep Data

The sweeps taken by the Faraday probe are plotted in Figures 4-2 – 4-4. Several observations can be immediately made from these data: the ion current density is dependent on propellant mass flow in most cases and the level of discharge electron current on the shims, and that the thrust vector appears to change slightly as the discharge current is shifted between the main anode and the shims.

The first observation is that the collected ion current density is directly affected by the propellant mass flow in the thruster; in the majority of cases the current density increased with propellant mass flow. This was an expected change, as higher propellant flows should result in more ion production and thus more ion current in the plume of the thruster. An anomalous result is seen in the data when 300 V was on the anode, however. In the 25% and <5% levels of discharge electron heating on the shims, the peak current density with 5 mg/s of mass flow was on the order of, or smaller than, the peak density at 4 mg/s. This coincides with some of the performance measurements taken of the thruster at these operating points. A beam with poor focusing, as appears to be the case in the 305 set of operating conditions (as seen in
Table 3-4) would exhibit lower thrust, specific impulse, and efficiency than a thruster with a well-collimated beam.

It also can be seen from the data that the ion current density is dependent on the shim voltage. At all combinations of anode voltage and mass flow, the peak ion current density increased with increasing shim voltage, and thus increasing levels of discharge electron heating on the shims.
Figure 4-2: Beam Profiles with 300 V on the anode at all mass flows and levels of discharge current heating
Figure 4-3: Beam Profiles with 350 V on the anode at all mass flows and levels of discharge current heating
Figure 4-4: Beam Profiles with 400 V on the anode at all mass flows and levels of discharge current heating.
4.3 Beam divergence analysis

Determination of the beam divergence can be accomplished through integration of the ion current density. Using a point along the axis and at the exit plane of the thruster as the zero point, an integration in spherical coordinates can be performed, which will yield the total beam current. Integration was performed using the following equation:

\[ I = \int_{-\theta_m}^{\theta_m} \int_0^\pi r^2 J_i r \sin \Theta d\phi d\Theta. \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 4-1}

The bound on the integration in \( \Theta \) is due to the current measurements being taken at up to two equal angles off-axis of the thruster. Due to the double-sided nature of the integration in \( \Theta \), the integration in \( \phi \) was performed between zero and \( \pi \). \( J_i \) is only a function of \( \Theta \), so the double integral can be simplified to a single integral:

\[ I = \pi r^2 \int_{-\theta_m}^{\theta_m} J_i \sin \Theta d\Theta. \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 4-2}

As both \( \Theta \) and \( J_i \) are discrete, the integral was solved numerically using the trapezoid method. The beam divergence was calculated by determining the half-angle required to include 90% of the total beam current. The results of this calculation are plotted in Figure 4-5. In nearly all of the data traces the beam divergence was lowest when all discharge electron heating was on the shims and highest when 25% of the discharge heating was on the shims. There were three notable discrepancies to this; in the 404-, 406-, and 306-set of operating conditions the divergence remained the same or slightly decreased as the discharge electron heating was shifted from 25% on the shims to <5% on the shims. Additionally, the 404-set of operating conditions showed a much higher than expected result at 100% of the discharge heating on the shims. The beam divergence also appeared to be dependent on thruster voltage and propellant mass flow. Increasing voltage and mass flow both appeared to contribute to a lower beam divergence.

Analysis of the calculated beam divergence through analysis of variance showed that as expected from the data, all three experimental factors contributed to the beam divergence, as shown in Table 4-1. All three experimental factors had a statistically significant effect on the beam divergence, as shown by the P-values. Additionally, the width of the 95% confidence interval was 1.01 degrees,
roughly one quarter of the total change in beam divergence caused by the shift of current from the shims to the main anode. An interesting result, however, is that the effect from the level of discharge current sharing on the shims has the most significant impact on the beam divergence. This can be seen in the plot of beam divergence; the shim voltage (and thus, amount of discharge heating on the shims) caused beam divergence to change by up to four degrees, while voltage or mass flow only accounted for two degrees at most. Thus the shims appear to have a focusing effect, forcing the ion beam to be more collimated with high levels of discharge heating on the shims. This is a significant change in beam divergence, as much as a 10% reduction as discharge electron heating is shifted from the main anode to the shims, so use of shim electrodes in a configuration similar to that examined here will reduce the beam divergence in potential flight applications. This is not completely unexpected, as the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory saw similar results with the addition of segmented electrodes for beam divergence control. However, as the nature of the operation of a bismuth thruster requires that the level of discharge electron heating be constantly modified, and also that it will be very rare that all discharge electron heating is on the shims, use of the highest value of beam divergence seen should be used in any spacecraft interaction analysis, as the thruster will likely need to operate at that point at some time during a mission.
Table 4-1: ANOVA table of thruster beam divergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>$F_0$</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>29.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>59.71</td>
<td>3.68x10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>28.79</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>5.76x10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>42.47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>42.62</td>
<td>3.51x10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109.97</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5: Ion Energy Characterization

Measurement of the ion energy in a Hall thruster plume can provide direct insight into the acceleration processes in the thruster. Any change in the height of the effective acceleration voltage will be reflected in the ion energies in the plume. Ion energy (and the corresponding ion velocity) are primary factors in both the thrust and specific impulse of the thruster. Determination of the ion energy will therefore aid greatly in determining the source of the performance changes seen in the thruster. Ion energy should behave similarly to thruster specific impulse; as both are effectively measuring the speed with which ions leave the thruster, both properties should show similar behavior.

5.1 RPA

A Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) is a gridded probe which is used to determine the directed ion energies present in a plasma and has been used to good effect in Hall thruster plume studies. An RPA provides a potential hill, which ions must climb in order to be detected. If this hill is much smaller than the accelerating potential hill in the thruster, all of the beam ions will pass over the hill and be collected. If the hill is larger than the potential hill in the thruster, no ions will be collected as they cannot ‘roll up’ the large potential hill in the probe. In this way, an RPA functions as a high-pass filter, allowing only those ions of sufficient energy to roll up the potential hill in the probe to be detected. Probes of this type usually filter out the plasma electrons so as to measure only the ions.

Determination of the ion distribution function from RPA data is the primary motivation for using the probe. The ions and electrons in a plasma have a distribution function, which determines what the probability is that an ion or electron will be found with a given energy or velocity. Determination of the distribution function can be begun by examining the current incident on a collecting surface:

\[ I = qe\Phi A. \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 5-1}

The flux of ions on the surface is calculated from the ion density and average velocity:

\[ \Phi = n\langle v \rangle. \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 5-2}
In this case, it is inappropriate to use the true average velocity. Rather, the average velocity perpendicular to the probe surface can be used. Additionally, as the ions can be assumed to have a bulk speed towards the collector, this becomes the average speed in the direction normal to the probe surface. The average velocity of a population of particles in a given direction, independent of the nature of the distribution function can be given by:

\[ \langle v \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} vf(v)dv. \]  

Eqn. 5-3

The lower bound of the integration can be replaced with a minimum velocity \( v_{\text{min}} \), which is the minimum velocity of ions which can enter and be detected by the probe. \( v_{\text{min}} \) is a positive value for the purposes of this integration, as ions traveling in the direction opposite the probe (negative velocity) cannot enter and be detected. Substituting the ion density and average velocity for flux into the equation for current results in:

\[ I = qenA \int_{v_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} vf(v)dv. \]  

Eqn. 5-4

The relation for current as a function of speed can be converted to a function of probe voltage through a change of variables. This is accomplished by replacing speed with the voltage required to prevent the ions from passing over the potential hill in the probe and being detected. Ion speed is related to kinetic energy through the equation:

\[ K = \frac{1}{2} M_{xe} v^2. \]  

Eqn. 5-5

As the potential required to accelerate an ion to kinetic energy \( K \) (and hence, decelerate an ion of kinetic energy \( K \) to zero) is trivially found by multiplying the kinetic energy by the charge of the ion \( qe \), the potential required to repel an ion with speed \( v \) is thus:

\[ V = \frac{M_{xe} v^2}{2qe}. \]  

Eqn. 5-6

Rearranging the equation for potential as a function of speed leads to:

\[ v = \sqrt{\frac{2qeV}{M_{xe}}}. \]  

Eqn. 5-7
This allows substitution for the velocity in Eqn. 5-4. Replacing the \( dv \)-term simply required the derivative of this substitution:

\[
dv = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{2qe}{M_{Xe}}V} \, dV. \tag{Eqn. 5-8}
\]

Substituting for \( v \) and \( dv \), replacing \( f(v) \) with \( f(V) \), thus eliminating the dependence of the distribution function on the velocity, yields the equation:

\[
I = Aqen \int_{V_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} \sqrt{\frac{2qeV}{M_{Xe}}} \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{2qe}{M_{Xe}}V} f(V) \, dV, \tag{Eqn. 5-9}
\]

which can be simplified to:

\[
I = Ae^2 \frac{nq^2}{M_{Xe}} \int_{V_{\text{min}}}^{\infty} f(V) \, dV. \tag{Eqn. 5-10}
\]

The \( V_{\text{min}} \) term can be defined here as the repelling voltage in the probe. Ions which were accelerated through a potential lower than \( V_{\text{min}} \) will be repelled by the probe and not detected, while ions accelerated through potentials equal to or greater than \( V_{\text{min}} \) will be seen by the probe. Differentiating the current with respect to probe voltage, assuming that the value of the distribution function at infinity is zero, yields the equation:

\[
- \frac{dI}{dV} = Ae^2 \frac{nq^2}{M_{Xe}} f(V). \tag{Eqn. 5-11}
\]

This result shows that the derivative of the current seen by the RPA is directly proportional to the distribution function. The exact values of the collector area, ion density, and ion charge states are not known, so they can be combined into a single normalization constant \( N \), yielding:

\[
\frac{dI}{dV} = -Nf(V). \tag{Eqn. 5-12}
\]

### 5.2 RPA Design

The most basic RPA can be constructed with a single grid and a collector, as shown in Figure 5-1. Ions approaching the grid roll up a potential hill equal to the voltage on the grid, and thus ions with
insufficient energy to pass the potential hill are not detected. As the grid voltage is increased, ions of higher energies are repelled, with the result that when the grid voltage approaches and then begins to exceed the potential hill the ions rolled down on acceleration by the thruster, the probe will reject a significant fraction of the ions. Eventually the grid reaches a potential high enough that all ions are repelled, thus causing no current on the detector.

In practice, an RPA is a more complex probe. A single grid, biased to repel positive ions, is unable to prevent plasma electrons from reaching the collector. Electrons impacting the collector will register as the negative of an ion reaching the collector, thus canceling out an equal amount of ion current and severely impacting the current measurement. Electrons can also be emitted from the collector through secondary electron emission. If secondary electrons were allowed to escape, they would appear in the data as the collection of two ions, as the positive ion impacting the collector and the negative electron leaving the collector are indistinguishable to a current measurement. To avoid complications from plasma and secondary electrons, two grids are commonly added, one upstream and one downstream of the ion repeller grid. Both of these grids are biased negative, with the result that the upstream grid repels plasma electrons, preventing them from entering the probe. The negative bias on the downstream grid deflects secondary electrons emitted from the collector back towards it, thus negating any effect they may have on the current measurement. Due to their function, these grids are called the electron repeller and secondary electron

![Figure 5-1: Single-grid RPA](image)
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repeller grids, respectively.

A fourth grid is commonly added in many RPAs, as shown in Figure 5-2. This grid is called the entry grid, and is placed at the entrance of the probe, upstream of the electron repeller grid. This grid is biased at either the ambient plasma potential or isolated from ground and allowed to float. In doing so, the entry grid limits the perturbation to the surrounding plasma, by screening out the applied voltages on the other grids.

The RPA utilized in the experiments reported here is of the four-grid design. All conductive components of the RPA are constructed from stainless steel. The grids are fabricated from stainless steel mesh with a 0.139-mm average grid gap, and 30% open-area fraction. The electrical connection to the grids are made via stainless-steel wire, run through the casing of the probe and welded to each grid. Alumina-silicate ceramic spacers separate the grids. The entry orifice of the probe is 12.7 mm in diameter. The front face of the probe is fastened with screws to the outer casing, and serves to press

![Diagram of Four-grid RPA](image)

**Figure 5-2: Four-grid RPA**
the grids and spacers together, preventing any movement during testing. The entry grid of the probe was in contact with the front face, and thus was floating at all times during testing.

The ion repeller grid of the RPA was swept from zero to as much as 600 V above ground. The maximum voltage varied according to thruster operating point; higher thruster voltages required higher ion repeller voltages to filter out all of the beam ions. Sweeping was accomplished through use of a Keithley 2410 in voltage sweep mode. Electron and secondary electron repeller grids were set at 10 V below ground and remained at the same potential through the entire testing sequence. The value of 10 V was chosen so as to be significantly higher than the voltage necessary to reject the plasma electrons on the electron repeller grid, which usually required a potential of only 2 V below ground. The current to the collector was amplified and converted to a voltage signal by an analog current amplifier, with a gain setting of either $10^3$ or $10^4$ volts per amp, dependent on the thruster operating point. An oscilloscope then read this voltage. The ion repeller voltage controlled the oscilloscope triggering, so that the current detected by the probe as a function of voltage could be easily extracted. A typical RPA probe trace with its associated derivative is plotted in Figure 5-4.
A complication to the determination of ion energy from the RPA is that the ion repeller voltage is measured with respect to ground. There is an ambient potential in the plasma (plasma potential), through which ions will be accelerated or decelerated relative to ground. For a plasma potential ten volts above ground, ions will be accelerated through a ten-volt potential when passing through a grounded grid, thus ten volts must be subtracted from the ion repeller voltage in post-processing to account for the acceleration due to the plasma potential. Measurement of the plasma potential was accomplished through use of an emissive probe.

### 5.3 Emissive Probe

An emissive probe consists of a hot filament, heated such that it will emit electrons. At potentials below the plasma potential, the plasma electrons will be deflected away from the probe due to its negative potential relative to the plasma repelling the electrons. At potentials above the plasma potential, the probe will attract and collect plasma electrons. The purpose of the emission is that when the probe is below plasma potential, it will emit electrons, which are immediately repelled from the probe by the
difference between it and plasma potential. For potentials above plasma potential, any emitted electrons are attracted to the filament by its high potential relative to the plasma, and thus provide no net current. This change in behavior between potentials above and below plasma potential causes a large change in incident current on the probe due to the plasma. At high potentials, the probe current reaches a saturation point where emitted electrons are being recollected, and any plasma electrons capable of penetrating the Debye sheath around the probe are being collected. Only electrons which move into the sheath through thermal or other non-probe-induced motion can be collected, so the current will increase very slowly with voltage. This increase is due to the sheath increasing in size slightly as the probe reaches higher voltages. At potentials below plasma potential, the rate of change of current as a function of voltage is greatly different. The electron current decreases rapidly as the voltage is reduced from plasma potential. This is due to the fact that increasing potentials below the plasma potential give the electrons on the surface of the filament a larger and larger potential hill to fall down when they escape, thus making escape from the surface easier.

The plasma potential can then be found by examining the intersection between the shallow electron saturation regime and the steep emissive regime. The specific method used for this was to find a linear fit to the I-V characteristic in both the emission and electron saturation regimes, and find the point where the two fits intersected. The voltage at the intersection was the plasma potential. A typical emissive probe trace with the associated linear fits is plotted in Figure 5-5.

The emissive probes utilized consisted of 0.127-mm-diameter thoriated tungsten filaments (2% thorium content). The purpose of the thorium is to reduce the work function of the material, increasing the emission current and allowing the probe to be operated at lower temperatures. The probe filaments were approximately 5 mm long. Current was passed along the filaments to heat them to incandescence and allow them to emit electrons. The current necessary for onset of electron emission was approximately 2.6 amps, and the hot probes exhibited a resistance of approximately 2 ohms, varying slightly from probe to probe. Due to the fragile nature of the filaments, the probes required filament replacement after each thruster test as the filaments either broke during operation or became brittle.
5.4 Determination of Plasma Potential

Plasma potential was calculated from the emissive probe I-V characteristics, and has been plotted in Figure 5-6. The probe was located at the same point in the thruster plume in which RPA data were acquired, in this case on the thruster axis 500 mm downstream of the exit plane, thus eliminating error in the RPA measurements due to the plasma potential being different from that measured. The first conclusion that can be made based on these data is that any the changes in plasma potential as the experimental factors are modified are small. At nearly all combinations of anode voltage and propellant mass flow, the plasma potential was highest at high shim voltages (all discharge heating on the shims), and lowest at low shim voltages. The only exception to this was the 356-set of operating conditions, where the plasma potentials at the high and low shim voltage settings were roughly equal. The increase in plasma potential as discharge electron heating was diverted from the main anode to the shims was not linear; in several cases most of the increase in plasma potential came about between 25% and 75% of the discharge heating on the shims. One significant outlier on the plasma potential data is the 304-set of operating conditions. While the 304-0, 304-75, and 304-100 operating conditions have plasma potentials near the 305- and 306-sets of operating conditions, the plasma potential in the 304-25 and especially in the 304-50 conditions are smaller than the plasma.

![Figure 5-5: Typical emissive probe trace](image)
Figure 5-6: Plasma Potential relative to ground as a function of all three experimental factors, measured on the axis of the thruster, 500 mm from the exit plane.

potentials measured at all other operating points. These will contribute significantly to the experimental error estimate.

Analysis of the plasma potential data by the analysis of variance method shows that all three experimental factors had significant effects on the plasma potential, as shown in Table 5-1. While the P-values were much larger than those calculated for many of the other measurements taken such as thrust, specific impulse, and beam divergence, they are still significantly smaller than 1%, and thus the null hypothesis can be dismissed as incorrect. Using the $MSE$ calculated from the analysis of variance, the 95% confidence interval on the data was calculated to have a width of 2.9 V. This error is quite large; 5.7-7.7% of the measured plasma potential. Furthermore, the error is several times larger than the change seen in plasma potential as many of the experimental factors were changed. While this large error does not change the conclusion that the plasma potential was significantly affected by all three experimental factors, it complicates the use of plasma potential in adjusting the ion repeller voltages used by the RPA.
Table 5-1: ANOVA table of Plasma Potential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F_0</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>3.95x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>.00021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>267.7</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Measurement of Ion Energy

Ion energy was measured using a retarding potential analyzer. The plasma- and secondary-electron repellers in the probe were biased 10 V below ground to ensure no electrons from either the plasma or from secondary electron emission could affect the measurements. The entrance grid was physically connected to the probe shell and allowed to float, thus screening out the high voltages inside the probe, and minimizing the effect on the plasma. The ion repeller voltage was swept between 0 and up to 600 V at roughly 0.5 Hz. The data were averaged via an oscilloscope up to eight times before output to a computer, to minimize the effect of noise on the measurements.

After normalization and taking the derivative of the probe current the average ion energy was calculated. Both the most probable energy and the average energy are of interest, however, as they each can provide insight into the ion acceleration process in the thruster. A change in the most probable ion energy indicates a change in the acceleration potential at the point where the majority of ions are accelerated, while changes in the average ion energy indicate a net increase or decrease in ion acceleration potential. These are not necessarily the same; an acceleration potential structure could be produced which will accelerate most of the ions to a given energy, but produce a significant population of ions at either a higher or lower velocity than the most probable. These populations of fast or slow ions would affect the average, despite the fact that the most probable ion velocity may be the same as in another operating condition.

The derivatives of probe current as a function of ion repeller voltage are plotted in Figures 5-7 – 5-9. The currents were normalized to unity before differentiating, thus the ion energy distribution functions calculated are area normalized and show the trend in the ion energy distribution. Aside from the expected increase in ion energy with anode voltage (and corresponding increase in shim voltage), the ion energy
showed a significant change between the condition with all current on the shims and the other levels of shim current. In all of the cases displayed, the peak of the ion energy distribution was 20-30 eV/q higher when all discharge current was on the shims than any other amount of shim current. This indicates a strong dependence on shim voltage, but only at operating conditions where the shim voltage is higher than the main anode voltage. In each of these cases, the shim voltage was approximately equal to the main anode voltage with 75% of the discharge heating on the shims, and the shim voltage was always lower than the anode voltage when the shims were accepting less than 75% of the discharge current. These data suggest that the ion acceleration is governed by the highest potential present in the thruster: Shim voltage governs at high shim voltages, and anode voltage governs at low shim voltages. Another conclusion that can be drawn is that the ion distribution function is more spread out when all of the discharge current was on the shims. The short peak of the normalized distribution with all discharge heating on the shims indicates that the ion acceleration process is more spread out at that operating condition than when the shims are accepting less of the discharge electron heating. Thus while the most probable ion energy is higher when all discharge heating is on the shims, the thruster is accelerating ions over a much wider range of energies.
Figure 5-7: Derivatives of RPA current with at 4 mg/s of xenon, at all combinations of anode voltages and shim levels
Figure 5-8: Derivatives of RPA current with at 5 mg/s of xenon, at all combinations of anode voltages and shim levels
The most probable ion energy, as plotted for all operating conditions in Figure 5-10, verifies the strong dependence seen in Figures 5-7 – 5-9 on anode and shim voltages. The ion energies show an approximately 50 eV increase with each 50 V increase in anode voltage. Thus the effect of the anode voltage on the ion energy is roughly linear, with increases in anode voltage being mirrored in the most probable ion energy. The changes in ion energy as anode voltage was adjusted are expected, as alterations to the anode potential directly adjust the electric field through which the ions are accelerated. Very little change is seen in ion energy as a function of mass flow. The change in ion energy as a function of shim voltage verifies the dependence on the highest voltage in the thruster seen in Figures 5-7 – 5-9. For shim voltages above the main anode voltage, the ion energy appears to increase with shim voltage. At shim voltages at or below anode voltage, however, the ion energy becomes somewhat independent of the shim voltage; further reductions of shim potential below anode potential do not affect the ion energy. These
results indicate that the highest voltage present in the thruster determines the most probable ion acceleration potential, whether that is anode or shim voltage. While it cannot determine the exact location at which the acceleration takes place, measurement of the most probable ion energy has revealed that the ion acceleration process is governed by the shim voltage in a slightly different way than the specific impulse; while specific impulse decreased with shim voltage, the ion energy appears to hit a minimum energy, dictated by the anode voltage, and remains roughly at that voltage for all operating points where the shim voltage was below anode voltage.

Application of the analysis of variance to the most probable ion energy, calculated from the ion energy distribution functions, verifies the expected dependence of ion energy on the anode and shim voltages in the thruster, as shown in Table 5-2. All three of the experimental factors have a significant effect on the most probable ion energy, however the contribution from anode voltage and shim level are the majority components of the change, with mass flow having a much less significant effect. The 95% Confidence interval, has a width of 7 eV/q. This is much smaller as a fraction of the measurement than many of the other errors calculated; the error is between 2 and 3.2% of the

![Figure 5-10: Most Probable Ion Energy as a function of all three experimental factors. Higher shim voltage indicates a higher proportion of discharge current on the shims.](image-url)
Table 5-2: ANOVA table of most probable ion energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>( F_0 )</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>67773.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33886.6</td>
<td>2817.2</td>
<td>2.81x10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>186.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.59x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>4525.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1131.3</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>1.52x10^{-18}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>433.0</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>72917.8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

measurement. Unlike the trends in thrust and specific impulse, the changes in ion energy with the most significant factors (anode voltage and shim level) are larger than the confidence interval; thus the anode voltage and level of discharge electron heating on the shims are both primary contributing factors to the most probable ion energy in the exhaust plume of the hall thruster.

The distributions plotted in Figures 5-7 – 5-9 show ion energy distributions that are asymmetrical, with both a high and low energy ‘tail.’ The average ion energy is then calculated by integrating the product of the energy distribution function and energy:

\[
\bar{E} = \int E f(E) dE
\]

Eqn. 5-13

These data are plotted in Figure 5-11, and show a much more complex behavior than that shown in Figure 5-10. The ion energy data show that average ion energy decreased with shim voltage, and did not reach a minimum ion energy when the shim voltage was lower than the anode voltage. This means that, while the most probable ion energies were not changing significantly between the 50%, 25%, and <5% of discharge current on the shims operating points, the average energies were. Thus while most of the ions saw the same acceleration potential at these operating points, the proportion of ions which saw less acceleration became larger, thus leading to the lower average energy. This change could also be due to a reduction in high-energy ions. Both of these conclusions could be true. In Figure 5-8, the low-energy tails of the ion energy distributions appeared to become larger and more pronounced, while the high-energy tails became smaller. This double effect caused the average ion energy to decrease. This result agrees well with the observed reduction in thrust and specific impulse with shim voltage. Both the thrust and specific impulse were reduced with shim voltage, and the reduction in ion energy seen in Figure 5-11 verifies that the reduction in thrust is due at least in part to the energy the ions gain when accelerated out of the thruster.
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Figure 5-11: Average ion energy as a function of all three experimental factors. Higher shim voltage for a given combination of anode voltage and mass flow indicates higher discharge heating on the shims.

Application of the analysis of variance to the average ion energy provides similar conclusions to those made with the most probable ion energy, as shown in Table 5-3. All three of the experimental factors are found to be significant, with the anode voltage being the largest contributor to average ion energy. Shim level (and thus shim voltage) has the second-largest effect on average energy, and mass flow has the smallest effect. These agree well with the analysis of the data as presented in Figure 5-11. The expected error, however, is much larger than that for the most probable ion energy. The 95% confidence interval on the average ion energy has a width of 13 eV/q, nearly twice the uncertainty in the most probable ion energy, and between 3.8 and 6.1% of the calculated average energy. This is due primarily to the much larger error inherent in the calculation of average energy; most probable energy is found simply by determining the ion energy at the peak of the distribution. The error in average energy will be larger because it is the product of the ion energy and the derivative of the normalized probe current, both of which have errors on the order of the most probable energy. In the average ion energy error approximation, unlike the most probable ion energy approximation, the uncertainty in the data is larger than the change due to not only mass flow, but also shim voltage. The large uncertainty does not prevent the factors from having a significant affect on the average ion energy, however it complicates determination of the nature of
the effect. Further analysis of the average ion energy requires knowledge of the ion multiple charge
fraction. Addition of the effect of multiply charged ions will allow determination of the ion energy from
the ion energy per unit charge, which will provide a much more accurate picture of the kinetic energy of
ions in the plume, and thus allow comparison with the performance measurements.

Table 5-3: ANOVA table of average ion energy per unit charge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F₀</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>46627.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23313.6</td>
<td>564.8</td>
<td>6.5x10⁻²⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>743.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>371.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.8x10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>2239.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>559.9</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>7.7x10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1485.9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51096.1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6: Ion Multiple Charge Characterization

The number of multiply charged ions present in a Hall thruster discharge has a direct effect on performance. The amount of energy gained by ions as they roll down the potential hill produced in the thruster is dependant on their charge, due to the electrostatic nature of the acceleration. The height of the potential hill is multiplied by the charge of an ion when determining the kinetic energy gained, thus multiply charged ions will travel much faster than those with just one unit of charge. This increase in ion energy is manifested in increased thrust and specific impulse, but a net decrease in efficiency. Recalling the equation:

\[ \eta = \frac{F^2}{2mP} \]  

Eqn. 3-6

It is difficult to determine if the thruster efficiency is affected by the presence of multiply charged ions purely from the acceleration kinetics. Under the assumption that all ions are accelerated through the same potential, independent of charge state, the argument can be made that production of multiply charged ions does not affect thruster efficiency. Two factors contribute to this difficulty. First is that the thrust force from a flow of ions is proportional to the square root of the ion energy. Energy increases linearly with charge, so force will increase as the square root of the ion charge. The second factor is the power required to accelerate a multiply charged ion. This increases linearly with charge, as power is calculated as a voltage multiplied by a current. Voltage in the thruster is invariant, but current is linearly affected by charge. So the thrust force will increase as the square root of charge, while the power will increase with charge. In Eqn. 3-6, the numerator and denominator both will increase linearly with charge, as thrust force is squared. Thus multiply charged ions will not affect the thruster efficiency, assuming equal accelerating potentials for all species. The assumption that accelerating potential is equal for all charge species cannot be made in a real thruster, however, and without intimate knowledge of the accelerating potential inside the thruster and the locations of ion production a more accurate model cannot be used. Thus pure acceleration kinetics cannot do a good job of predicting whether efficiency will change as multiply charged ions are produced.
The area where multiply charged ions will always affect efficiency is in ion production cost. It costs 12.1 eV to ionize one xenon atom. To doubly ionize an atom requires 21.2 eV above that required for production of a singly charged ion (33.3 eV total to doubly ionize a neutral xenon atom), thus creation of one doubly charged xenon ion is more expensive energetically than the production of two singly charged xenon ions. 32.1 eV are required to create a triply charged xenon ion from a double; 65.4 eV total to obtain triply charged xenon from the neutral atom. Thus any significant increase in the multiply charged ion fraction will significantly increase the power required for ionization, lowering total thruster efficiency.

The increased velocity of multiply charged ions also causes a reduction in thruster lifetime. As seen in Appendix A, the erosion rate of a surface under ion bombardment is directly related to the ion energy. Multiply charged ions, then, with their much higher exhaust velocities than singly charged ions, will increase the rate of thruster erosion and reduce lifetime.

### 6.1 ExB Probe

An ExB probe uses perpendicular electric and magnetic fields to filter ions by velocity, as shown in Figure 6-1. ExB probes have been successfully used for characterization of Hall thruster plasmas by several researchers.\(^{23,33}\) This is an important distinction from the filtering in an RPA. Due to the electrostatic nature of the RPA, it cannot distinguish between singly- and multiply-charged ions of the same energy per unit charge. The filtering in an ExB probe is based purely on ion velocity. As it is independent of charge state, the multiply-charged ions, which are typically traveling faster than singly-charged ions, can be resolved and their fraction of total density calculated. The magnetic field in an ExB probe is typically supplied by permanent magnets, as the magnetic field supplied by permanent magnets does not vary with time and is not dependent on current or core material as in electromagnets. Two parallel plates, placed on either side of the ion path, supply the electric field. These act like a parallel-plate capacitor, providing an electric field dependent only on the distance between the plates and the applied voltage.

For an ion passing through a combined electric and magnetic field, the force experienced by the ion can be found by the equation:

\[
\vec{F} = q\vec{v} \times \vec{B} + q\vec{E} \quad \text{Eqn. 6-1}
\]
As is shown in Figure 6-1, the electric and magnetic fields as well as the ion velocity are perpendicular to each other in an ExB probe. The electric and magnetic fields are oriented so the forces each impart on the ion are in the opposite direction. This allows the equation for force to be simplified significantly, as the vector notation can be eliminated, leading to the equation:

$$ F = q(E - vB). $$  \textbf{Eqn. 6-2}

In order for an ion to pass through the probe unimpeded, it must experience zero net force from the electric and magnetic forces. Solving for velocity, this yields the definition:

$$ v_0 = \frac{E}{B}. $$  \textbf{Eqn. 6-3}

This relation allows ions of a specific velocity to pass through the probe on a straight-line trajectory, as the magnetic Lorenz force will be equal and opposite to the applied electric force. Ions of other velocities will not be able to pass, as they will either be diverted too much by the magnetic field, or not enough to counteract the electric force.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{exb_probe}
\caption{Major characteristics of an ExB probe}
\end{figure}
The ExB probe is capable of a direct ion velocity distribution function measurement. This is justified using the flux of ions incident on the probe collector. For a given electrode voltage (electric field), the flux of ions is:

\[ \Phi = n_{v_0} v_0, \quad \text{Eqn. 6-4} \]

where \( n_{v_0} \) is the density of ions with velocity \( v_0 \). Dividing the flux by the total ion density \( n \) yields the ion flux per unit density as a function of the relative density of ions of velocity \( v_0 \):

\[ \frac{\Phi}{n} = \frac{n_{v_0}}{n} v_0. \quad \text{Eqn. 6-5} \]

However, as the definition of the distribution function is the probability that ions of a given velocity will be found in the population, it can therefore be directly substituted for the relative density of ions. Thus:

\[ \Phi = n v_0 f(v_0) \quad \text{Eqn. 6-6} \]

This result shows that the flux of ions on the ExB detector is directly related to the ion velocity distribution function. Measured current is simply the flux multiplied by the collection area and ion charge, thus the ion velocity distribution function can then be directly found by:

\[ f(v_0) = \frac{I}{nq e A v_0}. \quad \text{Eqn. 6-7} \]

This result is important as it means the ExB probe is directly measuring the ion velocity distribution function, with the only necessary adjustment being the division of the probe current at all points by the velocity which corresponds to that current. The area of collection is difficult to determine in an ExB probe, so the constants \( n, q, e, \) and \( A \) can be combined into a single normalization constant without affecting the nature of the data. A typical ExB probe trace is plotted in Figure 6-2, and clearly shows three peaks. Given the 300 V on the main anode for the operating condition displayed, singly charged xenon should have an energy of approximately 300 eV, doubly charged xenon 600 eV, and triply charged xenon 900 eV. These energies correspond to velocities of 21,000 m/s, 29,700 m/s, and 36,400 m/s for singly, doubly, and triply charged xenon, respectively. In the data in Figure 6-2, the velocities at the three peaks are 20,800 m/s, 28,400 m/s, and 33,700 m/s. Each of these corresponds well to the predicted velocity of the three charge states of xenon. The difference between the observed ion velocities and those predicted by the
Determination of the ion velocity distribution function, then, can be accomplished by finding a functional fit for the currents detected by the ExB probe. There are two standard distribution functions which are used to describe ions in a plasma, with slightly different shapes and physical meanings. Both of these distribution functions are three-dimensional in nature. However, as the probe is in effect measuring the flux of ions on a flat plate, only the velocity component perpendicular to the collection area is important. Thus the one-dimensional forms of these distribution functions can be used. The first of the distributions is the Maxwellian distribution, as described by the equation:

$$f(v) = \frac{\beta}{\pi} e^{-\beta v^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-8}

The factor $\beta$ is calculated from the particle mass and temperature. The function as stated is centered on zero velocity. To account for bulk motion in the gas, the velocity $v$ can be replaced by $(v-v_0)$, thus shifting the maximum point of the distribution to the desired location in velocity space. The Maxwellian distribution is used extensively to describe the equilibrium properties of gases, where collisional processes between particles force the velocities to follow the distribution in Eqn. 2-23. This equilibrium condition is
dependant on the atoms or molecules in the gas being in thermal equilibrium. A Hall thruster plume is not an equilibrium gas, however. Beam ions accelerated by the thruster cannot come to equilibrium before reaching the probe, and thus cannot be considered to have a purely Maxwellian distribution. Collisional processes still have an effect, however, and as such the Maxwellian distribution cannot be completely neglected.

A second distribution function that can be used is the Druyvesteyn function, as described by:

$$f(v) = N e^{-\beta v^4}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Eqn. 6-9}

This function is commonly used to describe a population of charged particles that are accelerated through a uniform electric field and undergoing collisions with other ions and neutral gas atoms. Due to the uniform acceleration the bulk of the ions will have velocities close to the average. Similarly to the Maxwellian distribution, the Druyvesteyn function can be adjusted for a population of ions with a bulk velocity by replacing $v$ with $(v-v_0)$. The Druyvesteyn function cannot fully describe the plasma in a Hall thruster, however. While collisional processes between particles in the beam are not sufficient to force the distribution to a Maxwellian form, they are also significant enough to prevent the function from being fully Druyvesteyn in nature. A combination of these must be used as neither of these models can fully describe the distribution function in a Hall thruster plume.

A method first used by Kim and later used by Hofer was to assume that prior to acceleration all ions had the same temperature. Thus when the ions were accelerated, the original ion temperature would determine the $\beta$ in the Maxwellian or Druyvesteyn models, and each population of ions in the distribution would have the same characteristic width. Due to the nature of the Maxwellian and Druyvestyn fits, however, the area under a distribution (and hence, the relative population of ions which that distribution describes) is directly proportional to the maximum height of the distribution and the width of the distribution. Width is described by $\beta$, and thus is the same for all populations of ions in the distribution. Thus the height is the only important factor in calculating the multiply charged ion fraction, and the need to perform a curve fit of multiple distribution functions (one for each peak in the distribution) is unnecessary. This method produced good results on an SPT-100 thruster as measured by Kim, with the multiply charged
ion fractions showing good agreement with measurements taken using other methods by King\textsuperscript{36} and Manzella.\textsuperscript{37}

A complication arises in determination of the effect of multiply-charged ions on the collector, however. If the collector were a simple current collection plate or Faraday cup, the current seen by the probe could simply be divided by the charge state of the ions expected at a given velocity. Accounting for the increased current due to multiply charged ions, then, could be trivially performed by dividing the fraction calculated from the ExB distribution by the charge state of each measured species. Simple collection of probe current can be prohibitive due to the low incident current, however. Ion current densities typically in the regime of 10-50 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2} are greatly reduced by both the filtering of the probe and the losses inherent in the fact that very few ions have the correct positions and angles with which they enter the probe to be detected, even if they are of the correct velocity and thus should be detected. To get around this, many ExB probes use charge-exchange multipliers to amplify the ion current directly. Charge exchange multipliers utilize either many plates or a hollow channel coated with semiconductor. Ions or electrons produce secondary electrons when they impact the entrance of the multipliers. These are accelerated towards the detector inside the multiplier, however as they travel they continually impact the walls or plates inside the multiplier. These impacts also produce secondary electrons, with the result that for a single ion or electron entering the probe, a great many secondary electrons are produced and detected. Typical maximum gains are on the order of $10^8$ amps per amp of incident current; thus up to one hundred million electrons are produced and detected for every incident ion or electron. The dynamics of charge-exchange multipliers make determination of whether the multiply-charged ions account for more current per ion difficult, however. In multipliers configured for ion detection, the entrance of the multiplier is typically biased to a large negative potential, intended to both accelerate the ions towards the multiplier and to accelerate secondary electrons produced deeper inside the multiplier. As this acceleration is electrostatic in nature, singly-charged ions will have a much lower velocity than multiply-charged ions as they impact the multiplier. The total effect on the collector current has been found to be that double ions cause current three times higher than singles and that triply charged ions cause current nine times higher than singles. Thus dividing the peak heights for the singles, doubles, and triples by 1, 3, and 9, respectively,\textsuperscript{35} will give the correct relative abundance from which the multiply charged ion fraction can be calculated.
6.2 Ion Energy Error Analysis

In an ideal probe, only ions with velocity $\vec{v}_o$ will pass through the probe and be detected. This is not possible, however, as the entry and exit orifices of the filter are of a finite size, and an ion that enters the probe with a velocity at an angle to the probe axis may be deflected back into line with ions that enter parallel to the axis, as shown in Figure 6-3.

Both the velocity and position of a non-optimal ion must be considered to determine if it will be detected by the probe. The position is important because an ion that may be deflected just enough not to pass if it were on axis may be deflected into the exit orifice of the filter and be detected. Velocity is important because an ion that is slightly faster or slower than the optimal velocity may not be deflected enough to prevent its detection. There are three components of velocity; parallel to the probe axis, parallel to $\vec{E}$, and parallel to $\vec{B}$. The velocity parallel to the probe axis is most important in determining if the ion will be detected; it is much larger than the other components and thus has much more of an effect on the magnetic force experienced than either of the other velocity components.

![Figure 6-3: Schematic view of ExB probe showing detection of an off-axis ion. Plate C1 is the front plate of the probe, C2 is the filter entry or collimator exit plate, and F is the filter exit plate.](image)
In order to determine the off-axis angle and position with which an ion can enter the filter section of the ExB probe, the orifice size and spacing in the collimator section must be taken into account, as ions of only a small entry angle and off-axis distance can enter the filter. The largest distance off-axis the ion can enter is one-half the diameter of the orifice in plate C2; larger off-axis distances will impact plate C2 and never enter the filter. The largest entry angle allowed is determined by an ion entering at one side of the orifice in plate C1 and traveling unobstructed to the other side of the orifice in plate C2. The angle is given by the equation:

\[
\theta = \arctan \left( \frac{O_{c1} + O_{c2}}{2l_c} \right)
\]

Eqn. 6-10

where \(O_{c1}\) is the diameter of the orifice in plate C1, \(O_{c2}\) is the diameter of the orifice in plate C2, and \(l_c\) is the distance between plates C1 and C2.

Ions with components of velocity parallel to \(\vec{B}\) will be detected only if that velocity component is small enough that the ion would pass through the filter if no electric or magnetic field were present, since velocity parallel to \(\vec{B}\) is unaffected by either the electric or magnetic field. Thus the filter acts as a very large collimator, allowing ions with extremely small off-axis angles to pass, as the allowable angle (given no obstruction from the orifice in plate C2) will be the found by \(\theta = \arctan((O_{c1} + O_{c2})/2l_c)\), where \(OF\) is the diameter of the orifice in plate F.

Ions with components of velocity parallel to \(\vec{E}\) are much harder to account for. Velocity along \(\vec{E}\) can be changed by the fields in the filter, thus an ion with a total velocity different from \(\vec{v}_o\) may be able to pass through the filter and be detected. In order to determine the range of ion velocities that allow such a trajectory, the acceleration of an ion under a nonzero sum of electromagnetic forces must be examined. For the purposes of this analysis, only the component of velocity parallel to the axis of the probe will be used to calculate magnetic force, as this component is nearly unaffected by either E or B, and is much larger than the other components of velocity given a small entry angle. It can be assumed that the magnetic force is constant since the component of velocity used to calculate the magnetic force is unaffected by that force. Since the electric force does not change, the total acceleration can be assumed constant. Due to the combination of the assumed-constant acceleration due to the magnetic field and the constant acceleration...
due to the electric field, equation (2) can be combined with the general equation for the motion of a particle under constant acceleration:

\[ y = \frac{1}{2} at^2 + v_p t \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-11}

to give:

\[ y = \frac{q l^2}{2m} (v_i B + E) + v_p t . \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-12}

where \( y \) is the off-axis distance, \( m \) is the mass of the ion, \( v_i \) is the component of velocity parallel to the axis of the probe, \( v_p \) is the component of velocity parallel to the electric field, and \( t \) is time. The components of velocity are calculated using the maximum possible entry angle, as calculated in Eqn. 6-11. As the displacement of the ion at the end of the filter is of greatest importance, \( t \) becomes the time required for the ion to traverse the filter section, which is expressed as the length of the filter divided by the velocity parallel to the probe axis. Thus, a substitution can be made into equation (6) to produce:

\[ y = \frac{q l^2 B}{2mv_i} + \frac{q l^2 E}{2mv_i^2} + \frac{v_p l}{v_i} . \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-13}

The equation can be further simplified by replacing the velocity components with expressions based on the total velocity:

\[ y = \frac{q l^2 B}{2m v \cos(\theta)} + \frac{q l^2 E}{2m v^2 \cos^2(\theta)} + \frac{v l \sin(\theta)}{v \cos(\theta)} . \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-14}

This change in variables removes the velocity dependence from the third term of the equation, which can now be trivially rearranged to:

\[ 2m \cos^2(\theta)(y - l \tan(\theta))v^2 - q l^2 B \cos(\theta)v - q l^2 E = 0 . \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. 6-15}
The value of \( y \) to use in this equation is the total distance an ion can travel parallel to the electric field, assuming it enters at one side of the orifice in plate C2 and exits at the other side of the orifice in plate F. By substituting the average of the orifice sizes in plates C2 and F for \( y \), equation (9) becomes a quadratic equation for \( v \). Since \( \theta \) can be positive or negative, maximum and minimum possible velocities can be calculated by changing the polarity of \( \theta \). The maximum and minimum velocities are not necessarily the same distance from the optimal velocity, and must be calculated separately. This velocity spread is nontrivial to account for mathematically. Without extensive knowledge of the ion density and ion velocity, known with a sufficiently small resolution that the changes across the open area of the ExB collector plates are known, no mathematical compensation can be accomplished. As such, improvement of the energy resolution is the only way to accurately eliminate the spread in the distribution caused by this error.

### 6.3 Probe Design

The ExB probe utilized in the experiments reported here had a 5-cm collimator (distance between plates C1 and C2), and a 23-cm filter (distance between plates C2 and F). A photograph of the probe with major features labeled is in Figure 6-4. The orifices in plates C1 and C2 were 1.6 mm in diameter. The orifice in plate F was 2.4 mm in diameter. The expected ion energy resolution ranges above and below the tuned energy are plotted in Figure 6-5, and show that the resolution for a given probe design is a function of ion energy. All of the orifices had 90-degree chamfers on their downstream sides, to prevent ions from hitting the interiors of the orifices and unnecessarily reducing the measured current. The magnetic field was supplied by two 5-cm x 23-cm x 1.3-cm banks of NdFeB rare earth magnets. Rare earth magnets, with their very high field strength, were chosen to improve the resolution of the probe over that available with ceramic magnets. The magnets were separated by Teflon spacers, which also held and insulated the electrode plates from the structure of the probe. The current was read by a K and M Electronics model 7550m channel electron multiplier. The multiplier was operated at a supply voltage of \(-2330 \text{ V}\), which correlated to a gain of up to \(10^8 \text{ A per amp of ion current collected}\). The casing of the probe as well as the three orifice plates were fabricated of magnetic stainless steel, to direct and focus the magnetic field while preventing oxidation as is typical of magnetic iron or mild steels. The output current of the electron multiplier was converted to a voltage signal via the current amplifier used with the RPA. The gains were
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much higher than in the RPA experiments, however, ranging from $10^6$ to $10^8$ V per amp, for a total system gain of $10^{14}$ to $10^{16}$ volts per amp. Voltages measured were on the order of 20 mV at peak for gains of $10^{14}$ volts per amp (increasing roughly linearly with current amplifier gain), indicating the ion current seen by the probe was on the order of $0.2 \times 10^{12}$ amps; 0.2 femtoamps, or approximately 3,000 singly-charged ions per second at peak. Tuning of the electrodes and thus the electric field in the probe was performed by use of a Keithley 2410 sourcemeter, which typically swept the voltage from zero to 300 V at a rate of 0.5 Hz. The output of the sweep power supply was passed through a voltage divider with a grounded center tap, allowing one of the plates to be biased at half the total electrode voltage positive, and the other plate an equal distance below ground. The splitting of the sweep voltage was to prevent any deceleration effects in the probe. If one electrode was at a high potential while the other was grounded, the potential at the centerline of the probe (halfway between the electrode plates) is approximately half the applied voltage. This behaves as a potential hill similar to that in an RPA. In an ExB probe, however, deceleration of the ions will prevent proper filtering of velocity, as the ions are unnecessarily slowed as they enter the probe. Forcing the electrodes to equal voltages above and below ground allows the potential at the centerline of the probe to be at or near ground, thus eliminating any deceleration of the ions.

Figure 6-4: Photograph of the ExB probe with the top plate removed
One major change in the construction of the ExB probe over those used in previous studies was the addition of water-cooling. During development and initial testing of the probe, it was determined that the probe was becoming excessively hot. The excessive heat caused the ion peaks to start appearing at progressively lower velocities over the course of an experiment. This was due to the magnets inside the probe becoming too hot and becoming weaker. Permanent magnets exhibit a temporary loss of strength at high temperatures, and if they become too hot they will demagnetize permanently and have to be replaced. An additional problem with the probe heating was that one of the internal Teflon parts softened and slumped, nearly obscuring one of the collimator orifices. The solution to the heating problem was to enclose the probe in a water-cooled copper shroud, as shown in Figure 6-6. The shroud allowed the probe to be left in the thruster exhaust plume for long periods of time with no detrimental effect to the probe magnetic field or structural components. Addition of the copper water-cooled shroud caused significant amounts of sputtered copper deposition on the interior surfaces of the vacuum facility, which in turn required that the view ports in the facility be cleaned after each test. The thruster also gained a thin coating of copper on the front magnet poles and the cathode face. The coating did not affect thruster operation, and the coating was effectively removed through thruster operation without the ExB probe present in the facility.

Calibration of the ExB probe was accomplished by comparing the most probable ion energies calculated by the RPA analysis and the most probable ion energies obtained from the probe. As the probe
voltage is directly related to velocity and energy is proportional to the square of velocity, the square of the probe voltage is proportional to energy and the calibration must be performed with the square of the probe voltage as the independent variable. The ExB probe was calibrated using the raw RPA data, before compensation for plasma potential. This was done because the ExB probe is grounded and thus will accelerate the ions through the same potential as the RPA. However, as the ExB probe differentiates ions based on velocity and not through an electrostatic means, each peak in the distribution needs to be shifted by a different amount; the singly-charged ion peaks need to be shifted by an energy equivalent to the plasma potential, while the multiply-charged ions need to be shifted by energies equivalent to $qE$; the plasma potential multiplied by the charge of the ions. This cannot be done simply by subtracting the plasma potential from all ion energies in the distribution, rather by subtracting the appropriate energy from each component of the distribution only after determining the charge state of each peak in the distribution.

Probe calibration was performed by using the most probable ion velocity from the ion energy measurements (assuming the peak of the ion energy distribution was the same as the peak of the singly charged xenon distribution) before compensation for plasma potential, and setting the velocity of the peak of the singly charged ion distribution in the ExB probe trace to the same velocity. The calibration was performed 45 times, one for each set of thruster operating conditions, thus generating 45 estimates for the
calibration factor. This factor was calculated to be 225.659 m/s per volt on the ExB electrode plates. The estimated error in the calibration factor is very low, despite the much larger uncertainty in the most probable ion energy measurements due to the fact that the calibration was repeated 45 times. The mean squared error of the calibration was 22.6 m/s/V, leading to a 99% confidence interval with a width of 0.0067 m/s/V. Thus despite the errors in the RPA measurements, the confidence in the calibration factor for the ExB probe was very good. The average calibration factor was used to calibrate the velocities on each ExB probe trace.

A typical set of ExB probe traces is in Figure 6-7, taken at 400 V on the anode and 4 mg/s of xenon. All of the ExB traces taken are plotted at the end of this chapter, in Figures 6-13 – 6-21. The ion velocities are not corrected for plasma potential. As the probe was grounded, the ions were accelerated into the probe similarly to the RPA. Multiply charged ions are affected to a greater degree by this acceleration, however, so the plasma potential cannot be compensated for merely by subtracting the plasma potential from the ion energies the probe were tuned to. The exact position of the peaks of ions of different charge states is unimportant for calculation of the multiply charged ion fraction, however, as the peak height is the only important parameter in this determination.

Each trace in Figure 6-7 therefore shows the velocity of ions as they passed through the probe filter. Three peaks are clearly visible in each trace. The spacing between peaks indicates that the first peak is singly charged xenon, the second doubly charged xenon, and the third peak triply charged xenon. This determination can be made because the velocity of the doubly charged xenon peak is roughly 1.4 times the
Figure 6-7: typical set of ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 400 V on the anode and 4 mg/s of xenon.

velocity of the singly charged xenon peak. Doubly charged xenon, when accelerated through the same acceleration potential as a singly charged ion will have $\sqrt{2}$ (approximately 1.4) times the velocity as a singly charged xenon ion, so the peak is most likely to be doubly charged xenon. The velocity is far too high to be singly charged xenon produced and accelerated by a thruster at 400 V, and thus must be doubly charged ions. The third peak in the distribution is similarly at approximately $\sqrt{3}$ times the velocity of the singly charged peak; the expected velocity of triply charged xenon, while being too fast to be either singly
or doubly charged xenon. Xenon ions of higher charge states were not characterized. Extremely weak peaks were present at very high velocities at some thruster operating points that may have been quadruple-charged xenon, however the inconsistent appearance and small size of these peaks made comparison across all thruster operating points impossible and thus were neglected. Distribution peaks at velocities corresponding to higher charge states were not seen.

The data in Figure 6-7 show decreasing velocities at peak as discharge current was shifted from the shims to the anode. This is in agreement with the RPA measurements, which showed that the most probable velocity decreased as discharge current was shifted from the shims to the main anode. The shapes of the peaks are also slightly different. At the lower levels of current on the shims, the distributions are slightly narrower and therefore taller due to normalization. A more direct comparison of these traces is in Figure 6-8. The velocity axis has been expanded to show the behavior of the single and double xenon peaks more clearly. The most probable velocities of each peak show very similar behavior to the most probable energies measured by the RPA. The most probable velocity is highest when all discharge current is on the shims (high shim voltage), decreases as current is initially removed from the shims, then stabilizes as the shim voltage is reduced below the anode voltage. This provides further evidence for the ion acceleration being controlled by the highest potential present in the thruster. The shapes of the peaks indicate the acceleration is somewhat broadened when all of the discharge current was on the shims, as well. This is also in agreement with the data taken by the RPA. The similarities seen between the ExB and RPA energy distributions mean that the probes can be used interchangeably for information about most probable ion energy.
Figure 6-8: ExB probe traces taken with 400 V on the main anode and 4 mg/s of xenon.

The primary function of the ExB probe in the experiments reported here was to determine the multiply charged ion fraction in the thruster plume. Using the methods outlined in Section 6-1, the density fraction of ions in each charge state was calculated. These are plotted in Figures 6-9 – 6-11. Conclusions are difficult to make based on these data, however. Some of the combinations of anode voltage and mass flow show an increasing fraction of doubly charged and triply charged xenon at high shim voltages, while others show the inverse; reduced fractions of doubly and triply charged ions at high shim voltages. The multiply charged ion fractions calculated for the operating points with 6 mg/s of mass flow are much higher than those at lower mass flows, especially at low shim voltages. The anode voltage appears to have an effect on the multiply charged ion fraction, however. The fraction of doubles and triples in general increased as anode voltage was raised. This is consistent with measurements by previous researchers\textsuperscript{33} which showed the multiply charged ion fraction increases with anode voltage.
Figure 6-9: Singly charged ion density fraction for all thruster operating points examined. High shim voltages indicate high amounts of discharge current attachment on the shims.

Figure 6-10: Doubly charged ion density fraction for all thruster operating points examined. High shim voltages indicate high amounts of discharge current attachment on the shims.
Application of the analysis of variance to each charge population provided more information about the nature of the factor effects on multiply charged ion fractions, and are in Tables 6-1 – 6-3. In all cases, the ion fraction was strongly influenced by mass flow. The dependence on anode voltage was much smaller than was theoretically expected, and in the case of the doubly charged ions was not a significant factor. The P-value of 0.055 for the effect of anode voltage on the singly charged ion fraction indicates the relationship is on the border between being significant and being insignificant. The triply charged ion fraction showed a strong dependence on the anode voltage, however. The level of discharge heating on the shims was not statistically significant as a factor in all three ion charge fractions. This is a very important conclusion to the future development of segmented electrode Hall thrusters. The discharge heating in a condensible propellant thruster can be shifted from shims to main anode without a significant change in multiply charged ion fraction.

Development of a confidence interval on the multiply charged ion fractions shows that the error is very large in the acquisition and analysis of these data through use of an ExB probe. The variances of each fraction, calculated to be 0.001, 0.0008, and $2.45 \times 10^{-5}$ for singles, doubles, and triples respectively, cause
Table 6-1: ANOVA table for singly charged ion fraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>( F_0 )</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>3.1423</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.0656</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>31.5337</td>
<td>1.22x10^-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>1.6690</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.1165</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2: ANOVA table for doubly charged ion fraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>( F_0 )</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>2.0860</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.4950</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
<td>30.2889</td>
<td>1.93x10^-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>1.9917</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0888</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-3: ANOVA table for triply charged ion fraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>( F_0 )</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>6.64x10^-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>3.51x10^-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>5.29x10^-5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.32x10^-5</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.45x10^-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the uncertainty in the data to be quite large. For singly charged xenon, the 95% confidence interval has a width of 0.065, or nearly 7% of the total ion population and 6.7-8.4% of the calculated fraction of singly charged ions. The width of the confidence interval on the doubly charged xenon is 0.058, nearly 6% of the total ion population. This uncertainty is 30-265% of the calculated quantity of doubly charged ions. For triply charged ions, the width of the confidence interval is 1% of the total ion population, or between 33 and 960% of the measured fraction of triply charged ions.

An alternative to separate examination of each species is to develop an average charge for ions in the thruster discharge. The average charge can be trivially calculated from the equation:

$$\bar{q} = \sum_{i=1}^{Z} q_i F_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} \textbf{Eqn. 6-16}

As the highest charge state measured was triply charged ions, the value of \( Z \) is 3. The average charge at all operating points examined is in Figure 6-12. The results are very similar in appearance to the doubly charged ion fraction, and show many of the same trends. As in the fractions for each charge state of ions, the trends as shim voltage is changed are somewhat indeterminate. The general conclusion from the ion
fractions, that multiply charged ion fraction increases with anode voltage, is apparent in the average charge, as for the most part the average charge at the various operating points increases with anode potential.

Determination of the statistically significant factors in the average ion charge is different than finding the significant factors for each population. The average charge is a composite measurement of all charge states, thus finding the statistically significant factors is therefore applicable to the entire population of ions and not merely to one charge state. After the analysis of variance in Table 6-4, it was found that the mass flow is the most significant factor in average ion charge, with anode voltage being significant but not as large as mass flow. Shim level, with a 24.5% certainty in the null hypothesis, was determined not to be a significant factor in average ion charge. Thus much the same conclusion is reached by analyzing the average ion charge as was reached by analysis of each component separately; mass flow has the largest effect on the multiply charged ion fraction, anode voltage is still significant but not to the same degree as mass flow, and shim level was not a significant factor. Using the mean squared error generated by the analysis of variance, the 95% confidence interval on the average ion charge has a width of 0.07 fundamental units of charge. This is between 5.9 and 7.2% of the calculated average ion charges, slightly
smaller than the confidence interval on the singly charged ion population and much smaller than the interval on the doubly and triply charged populations.

The uncertainties calculated on the multiply charged ion fractions are very large, and complicate further analysis of other thruster parameters as a function of multiply charged ion fraction. Some of this is inherent to the measurement method; an error of a few percent of the total ion population can be several times the fraction of triply charged ions. There are some fundamental limits to the analysis method utilized, however, which limit the accuracy of an ion charge fraction measurement. The only way to truly determine the ratios of each charge state of ions is to find a function that describes the shape of the distribution function exactly. This cannot be trivially done on the data reported here, however, as the uncertainty in the ion energies allowed to pass through the ExB probe is too large. Broadening of the distribution function caused by the energy resolution error makes finding a functional fit impossible, as the function will classify some ions of a given charge state as belonging to a different charge state. Increased resolution of the probe would allow for much finer resolution of the ion population peaks, and make either a functional fit or a more accurate measurement by peak height possible.

As it was determined that shifting current from the shims to the main anode was not a significant factor in the average ion charge, this factor can be eliminated from the statistical model, and thus the new experimental model for the average ion charge can be expressed as a two-factor model with five replicates. This allows resolution of the interaction between the anode voltage and mass flow effects, and also provides a single average number for the average ion charge at every combination of anode voltage and mass flow. The new analysis of variance, based on this reduced-factor model, is in Table 6-5. As in the analysis performed with the full three-factor model, the mass flow is the most significant factor in the average ion charge, and hence, the multiply charged ion fraction. Anode voltage is still a significant factor, but similarly to the analysis performed earlier, it is a much smaller contributor than mass flow. The
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### Table 6-4: ANOVA table for average ion charge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>F₀</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>4.158</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.0839</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0419</td>
<td>31.994</td>
<td>1.034x10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim Level</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>1.426</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.0472</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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interaction between anode voltage and mass flow is not significant, with a P-value of over 13%. The 95% confidence interval on the average charge calculated through this method is $0.032q$, a much smaller amount than that calculated with the three-factor model.

Table 6-5: ANOVA table of average ion charge under the two-factor model approximation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Factor</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of Freedom</th>
<th>Mean Squared</th>
<th>$F_0$</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode Voltage</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow</td>
<td>0.0839</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>33.67</td>
<td>2.23x10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.1495</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6-13: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 300 V on the anode and 4 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-14: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 300 V on the anode and 5 mg/s of xenon
Figure 6-15: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 300 V on the anode and 6 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-16: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 350 V on the anode and 4 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-17: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 350 V on the anode and 5 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-18: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 350 V on the anode and 6 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-19: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 400 V on the anode and 4 mg/s of xenon.
Figure 6-20: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 400 V on the anode and 5 mg/s of xenon
Figure 6-21: ExB probe traces taken as the level of shim current was varied. Data are for 400 V on the anode and 6 mg/s of xenon
Chapter 7: Determination of the Source of Observed Thruster Performance Changes

7.1 Performance Changes

The segmented-electrode thruster showed some performance changes as discharge electron heating was shifted from the shims to the main anode. Thrust and specific impulse both increased with increasing shim voltage, indicating that the shim voltage is one of the factors that determine the total acceleration voltage experienced by the beam ions. Some hypotheses can be made about the accelerating potential and location of ionization from these results. Since the most probable ion energy was only dictated by the shims when the shim voltage was higher than the anode voltage, the highest voltage in the thruster must also affect the accelerating potential. Ionization could be happening either upstream or downstream of the shims. If the ionization is taking place upstream of the shims, there is a potential issue where an ion is created and can be accelerated towards the anode instead of out of the thruster. This could happen if ionization is taking place at the peak of the thruster potential. Ions could then fall through the potential created toward or away from the main anode. This backward acceleration would cause a large efficiency loss, as ions created and accelerated towards the anode would cost energy to create and accelerate, but provide no thrust. No large decrease in efficiency was seen, so backward acceleration of ions must not be happening in any significant quantity. Thus if ionization is taking place upstream of the shims, the potential hill inside the thruster must be such that the decrease to anode potential is very close to the anode itself. Ions thus would not be created where they could fall back towards the anode and would be accelerated out of the thruster. As shim voltage is decreased, the effect on the potential inside the discharge channel is reduced and the potential will become more dictated by the anode. Thus when the shim voltage is lower than the anode voltage, ions created upstream of the shims would be accelerated by the anode potential, not the shim potential, and show the ion energy behavior seen.

Ionization could also be taking place downstream of the shims. In this case, there is little potential for backward acceleration of ions at high shim voltages. This is because ions downstream of the shims are not at the crest of a potential hill, rather partway down a slope. Thus the newly created ions could not force
their way past the shims to strike the anode, rather they would be accelerated out of the thruster. This
creates a complication, however, in that the shim voltage was not the primary determining factor in ion
energy at low shim voltages. If ionization is taking place downstream of the shims, then the accelerating
potential downstream of the shims will be affected less by the shims and more by the main anode as shim
voltage is lowered. When shim voltage was lower than the anode, then, the shims would have little to no
effect on the accelerating potential. This indicates that the electron current impacting the shims has a large
effect on potential, and thus as less current is diverted to the shims the accelerating potential will be
affected more and more by the main anode.

The absence of a statistically significant change in efficiency as discharge electron heating was shifted from
the shims to the main anode is important to future development of a shim electrode thruster. In a bismuth
thruster, the discharge current will need to be constantly adjusted to maintain the anode at the proper
temperature. If the efficiency was significantly lower at any of these levels of discharge current sharing,
the power needs of the thruster will increase, thus increasing the size and mass of the power supply, making
such a thruster system less desirable over chemical or gaseous EP systems. A change in efficiency was not
seen, so the conclusion can be made that a bismuth thruster of the design described in Chapter 2 could be
operated at a controlled propellant mass flow without a detrimental effect to the thruster efficiency.

A final conclusion which can be made from the performance measurements is that there is no
backwards acceleration of propellant ions when the shims are at a higher voltage than the main anode. This
was a concern due to the fact that when the shim voltage was higher than the anode voltage, it should have
been possible for ions to be created upstream of the shims and accelerated back towards the anode.

Backward acceleration can manifest in two ways, none of which were present to a significant degree in the
performance measurements. First of these is a reduction in anode current due to positive ions canceling out
some of the current from the negatively charged electrons impacting the anode. In the majority of thruster
operating points, the current did not decrease as the shim voltage was raised above the anode voltage, rather
in most cases the discharge current increased with shim voltage. The second manifestation of backward
acceleration is in the performance of the thruster, especially efficiency. Any ions accelerated backwards
will cost the thruster energy, both in ionization and the energy used to accelerate the ions. This will
manifest as a direct efficiency loss to the thruster, as well as a reduction in thrust and specific impulse. It is
unlikely that any significant quantity of ions are being accelerated back towards the anode when the shim voltage exceeds the main anode voltage since the thruster showed higher thrust and specific impulse at high shim voltages, and efficiency did not change.

7.2 Plume Changes

Each of the three plasma diagnostics performed assisted in determination of the source of the performance change seen as the thruster discharge current was shifted from the main anode to the shims. Through the use of each of these diagnostic methods, a separate aspect of the thruster plume was investigated, and could be correlated with the observed performance changes.

The results of these plasma diagnostics showed that the plume changes in two significant ways as discharge current is shifted from the main anode to the shims. When all of the thruster current was attached to the shims through high shim voltage, the thruster plume was narrower and consisted of higher-energy ions. This change was seen in the plume divergence data from the Faraday probe, which showed that the thruster plume exhibited a roughly 10% lower beam divergence at high shim voltage than at low shim voltage. This reduced plume divergence should have caused an efficiency increase, as the ions accelerated closer to the thruster axis will provide more benefit (thrust) than ions accelerated perpendicular to the thrust axis to a significant degree. This expected efficiency increase was not seen, however. The efficiency of the thruster did not significantly change as the discharge current was shifted from the main anode to the shims, thus the results from the plume divergence study and the thruster performance study are in conflict. Despite the statistical calculations which say that thruster efficiency did not change significantly, the efficiencies plotted in Figure 3-12 show slight increases with shim voltage. While the increases in efficiency with shim voltage were statistically insignificant, the possibility remains that the increase was real and simply overwhelmed by the error. This conflict will require future experimentation to resolve. Duplication of the performance measurements taken here will reduce the estimated variance, and may allow for resolution of a small change in thruster efficiency with shim voltage. Plasma diagnostics inside the thruster discharge channel may also provide insight into the nature of the discharge as the shim voltage is adjusted and may explain the lack of significant efficiency changes with plume divergence.
Characterization of the ion energy showed that the ion acceleration is directly dependent on the shim voltage. Both the most probable and average ion energies were high for high shim voltage and low for low shim voltage. While the average ion energy decreased with respect to ground as the shim voltage was reduced the most probable ion energy did not. The most probable energy seemed to exhibit a large dependence on shim voltage only when the shim voltage was higher than the main anode voltage. When the shims were at a lower voltage than the main anode, the most probable ion energy remained roughly constant, and did not appear to be dependent on the shim voltage. This change in behavior indicates that the most probable ion energy is dependent on the highest voltage present in the thruster.

Ion energy has a small impact on thruster efficiency. As shown in the analysis in Appendix A, the fraction of thruster power required to ionize the propellant decreases as specific impulse increases. An increase in specific impulse (and thus ion energy) will cause a corresponding increase in efficiency. Both the average and most probable ion energies changed by approximately 10% over the range of shim voltage adjustments, which will reduce the ionization penalty to the thruster by roughly 10%. Thus the efficiency of the thruster should have been higher at high shim voltages than it was at low shim voltages. This agrees with the conclusions seen from the plume divergence characterization, that the statistically insignificant efficiency changes seen as shim voltage was increased may be real, and will require additional experimentation to establish. The ion energy characterization will benefit greatly from plasma diagnostics inside the thruster discharge channel, as interior diagnostics may help determine why the ion energy changed.

Determination of the ion multiply charged fraction showed that there is little change in multiply charged ions as discharge current is shifted from the main anode to the shims. None of the ion fractions measured exhibited a statistically significant change as the thruster current was shifted from the main anode to the shims. While the extremely large error on these measurements complicates the determination of the multiply charged ion fraction somewhat, the lack of a change is in good agreement with the calculated thruster efficiency. An increased production rate of multiply charged ions will decrease thruster efficiency, thus the absence of a change as discharge current is beneficial to bismuth thruster operation. In this way, the multiply charged ion fractions correlate well with the observed efficiency of the thruster, in that neither changed as discharge current was shifted from the main anode to the shims.
7.3 Efficiency Analysis

The anode efficiency calculated from the performance measurements does not show the increase with shim voltage expected from the plume diagnostics. Both the ion energy and plume divergence diagnostics showed changes with shim voltage which should have affected the anode efficiency. The difference between the expected versus observed changes in efficiency can be calculated from the equation:

\[ \eta_A = \eta_B \eta_e \eta_m \frac{I}{I_d}, \]

Eqn. 7-1

As the anode efficiency is defined here as the product of several separate efficiencies, each component can be calculated separately and combined to determine how much the efficiency should have changed due to the plume measurements. Of importance to this calculation are the beam efficiency and acceleration efficiency, \( \eta_B \) and \( \eta_e \). The other factors are based on parameters which were not directly measured, and thus cannot be calculated. These parameters will thus be assumed equal to one for the purposes of this analysis. Beam efficiency is a measure of collimation in the exhaust plume. It is calculated by:

\[ \eta_B = \frac{\cos^2(\theta) j(\theta) d\theta}{\int j(\theta) d\theta}. \]

Eqn. 7-2

The acceleration efficiency is the ratio of ion energy per unit charge to discharge voltage:

\[ \eta_e = \frac{E}{qV_d}. \]

Eqn. 7-3

Acceleration efficiency is thus calculated from voltage and the average energy per unit charge determined by the RPA. The results of the Faraday probe sweeps provide the \( j \) required for the beam efficiency. The discharge voltage \( V_d \) used for these calculations will be the highest voltage present in the thruster. This was done because it provides an upper limit to the acceleration efficiency.

The efficiency analysis was performed on the data taken for 350 V on the anode and 5 mg/s of xenon. When all of the discharge current was on the shims, the beam efficiency was calculated to be 93%. With all of the discharge current on the main anode, the efficiency was reduced to 92%. The acceleration efficiency also decreased as shim voltage was lowered. The acceleration efficiency when all discharge current was on the shims was 92%, and the efficiency with all current on the main anode was 90%. The
product of these two efficiencies will provide an estimate of how much the thruster efficiency should have changed when discharge current was shifted from the shims to the main anode. The approximate efficiency with all current on the shims is 86%, while the efficiency with all current on the main anode was 83%. This would indicate that the anode efficiency with all of the discharge current on the anode should be 96.5% of the efficiency with all current on the shims.

Use of the calculated anode efficiency in this calculation is complicated by the large error in the measurement. None of the changes in anode efficiency were determined to be statistically significant. For the purposes of this analysis, then, the confidence interval will be ignored, and the calculated values used. The efficiency calculated from the thrust measurements showed a decrease from approximately 53% to 52% anode efficiency with the same change in shim and anode current. Thus the efficiency of the thruster with all current on the anode was approximately 98% of that when all current was on the shims. This means that the calculated change in anode efficiency was roughly half that expected by the plume divergence and ion energy. When the confidence interval on the anode efficiency is added to these calculations, the potential reduction in efficiency as the discharge current is shifted from the shims to the main anode could feasibly be equal to or larger than the change predicted by the probe diagnostics.

Several potential processes could cause the change in anode efficiency to be smaller than that predicted by the plume diagnostics. Most likely of these are increased electron mobility and a possible backward flow of ions at high shim voltages. Electron mobility is a measure of how many electrons are able to escape the magnetic field in the thruster and strike the anode. It is a significant source of efficiency loss as each electron that strikes the anode must be re-emitted by the thruster cathode, thus costing power. Ion backflow is the possible acceleration of ions towards the anode when the shims are at a high voltage. Significant amounts of ion backflow would be disastrous for thruster operation, as these ions would still cost energy to ionize, but provide no thrust and cause erosion of the anode face. Ion backflow, if present, should only affect the thruster when the shim voltage was higher than the anode voltage. For other operating conditions, with shim voltage below anode voltage, ions should not be accelerated towards the anode.
Chapter 8: Conclusions

Development of a Hall thruster that operates on condensible propellant requires a method for delivering propellant vapor to the discharge channel of the thruster. This is a significant change from gas-propelled thrusters that require no such system. A method has been developed which uses the main anode of the thruster as a reservoir and evaporator for propellant, and thus can inject the propellant directly into the thruster discharge. The heat energy obtained from thruster operation, which is normally radiated into space, can be harnessed to provide the necessary anode temperature for condensible propellant evaporation. This prevents an unfavorable positive feedback loop condition, however, in that an evaporation rate slightly higher than desired will increase the thruster power, increasing heating on the anode, which will in turn increase the evaporation rate of propellant. Modification of the thruster to a segmented electrode design may be an enabling innovation, allowing direct thermal control of the anode. Addition of shim electrodes in the Hall thruster discharge channel allows control of the discharge current attachment, and hence, the discharge current heating. This diversion of current also diverts the discharge electron heating, which accounts for roughly 10% of the total discharge power of the thruster. This diversion of discharge electron heating allows for direct regulation of the anode temperature by removing a significant portion of the heat flux into the anode. Development of such a thruster as a future flight technology requires characterization of the effect the addition of segmented electrodes has on performance.

To characterize the effect adjustable segmented anodes have on the performance of a Hall thruster, a thruster was constructed based on an Aerojet BPT-2000 thruster. The original electromagnet and ceramic structures were copied directly from the original thruster, and the single main anode and propellant distributor was replaced with a smaller anode and shim electrodes separated by ceramic spacers. The new main anode also functioned as a propellant distributor. The thruster was operated with xenon propellant. This allowed the anode temperature to be decoupled from mass flow, enabling accurate mass flows to be provided to the thruster. The thruster was operated with several performance and plasma diagnostics to determine the nature of the performance changes and to attempt to determine the source of the changes.
8.1 Thruster Performance

The first diagnostic employed was to measure the performance of the thruster. The measurement of thrust under this experimental paradigm showed that the performance of the thruster is in fact altered by the diversion of discharge current from the shims to the main anode. While a change in thruster performance with the addition of segmented electrodes has been seen before, previous experimental efforts did not focus on using the segmented anodes for thermal control. The segmented anode control mechanism used in the experiments reported here represents a new approach to thruster operation.

The thruster showed statistically significant changes in both thrust and specific impulse as a function of shim voltage, while thruster anode efficiency did not change within the limits of the experimental error. Both the thrust and specific impulse increased with shim voltage. This was not an entirely unexpected result; high voltages accelerate propellant ions to high velocities, thus increasing both thrust and specific impulse. The dependence on shim voltage indicates that both the main anode shim electrode voltages were driving factors in the ion exit velocity.

In an eventual bismuth evaporating scheme, discharge current must be shifted from the main anode to the shims on a constant basis to maintain or adjust the main anode temperature; thus the thrust and specific impulse will be variant over the course of a mission. The changes in thrust and specific impulse are small relative to the absolute measurements, however, at a less than 10% reduction in either measurement between the maximum and minimums for a given anode voltage and mass flow configuration.

Thruster efficiency did not change as a function of the discharge current on the shims. This result is extremely important to future development of a segmented anode thruster as power requirements, and thus power supply size, will not change as discharge current is shifted from the shims to the main anode. This means that a segmented electrode thruster can divert current from the shims to the main anode as necessary to control the evaporation rate of a condensible propellant without negatively impacting the efficiency of the thruster.

The performance measurements thus showed that a segmented electrode Hall thruster is feasible for future development as a flight technology. Overall, the changes to thrust and specific impulse with shim voltage were small and do not present a significant challenge to implementation on a spacecraft. The
lack of a statistically significant change in thruster efficiency means that a thruster can be operated at all levels of shim voltage without requiring an increase in power to provide a given thrust.

### 8.2 Plume Diagnostics

Three different plasma diagnostics were utilized to attempt to determine where the changes in thruster performance come from. Thruster plume divergence, ion energy, and ion multiply charged fraction were measured, and each contributed to determining the nature of the thruster discharge and the source of the performance changes.

The thruster plume divergence was reduced by roughly 10% when the discharge current was moved from the main anode to the shims. This means that the thruster is effectively accelerating the propellant more efficiently, and less energy is being wasted accelerating propellant ions perpendicular to the thruster axis. This reduction in plume divergence can account for the increased thrust and specific impulse of the thruster. The reduced plume divergence is in disagreement with the efficiency measurements, however. The reduced plume divergence should manifest as an increase in efficiency due to less acceleration power being wasted on off-axis acceleration.

The ion energy diagnostics showed that average and most probable ion energy were dependant on the shim voltage. The average ion energy decreased with shim voltage over the entire range of shim voltage adjustment, while the most probable energy showed a large decrease as current was initially shifted away from the shims, then remained relatively constant over the rest of the adjustment of discharge current back to the main anode. This change occurred over the range in which the shim voltage was higher than the main anode voltage, thus indicating that the bulk of the ions saw an accelerating potential which was dictated by the highest voltage in the thruster. At operating points where the shims were at low voltages relative to the anode, the effective acceleration was dictated by the anode and thus relatively independent of the shim voltage. At high shim voltages, the energy increased rapidly, indicating that the dominating factor in the size of the accelerating potential became the shim voltage. Thus the highest voltage present in the thruster is the dominant factor in the acceleration of the bulk of the propellant ions. Coupling these measurements with measurements inside the thruster discharge channel may assist in determination of the nature of the potential hill and the effect the shim electrodes have on the plasma inside the thruster.
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Combination of the ion energy and plume divergence measurements yielded an estimate for the expected change in thruster efficiency. The thruster should have shown an approximate 4% multiplicative decrease in efficiency as the discharge current was shifted from the main anode to the shims. The thruster showed an approximately 2% multiplicative decrease in efficiency, however, indicating that there are other sources of thruster efficiency which were not characterized by this study. It is also possible that the large experimental error on the thruster efficiency measurements overwhelmed a real change in efficiency. Acquiring duplicate data to that analyzed here will greatly assist in reducing the width of the confidence interval on efficiency, and determine if the change in efficiency predicted by the plume diagnostics is present in the thruster.

Measurement of the multiply charged ion fraction showed no significant change as a function of the location of discharge current. Additionally, calculation of the average ion charge from these data showed the same was true, that the average charge is unaffected by the location of discharge current attachment. This conclusion means that a thruster operating with a condensible propellant, using the segmented anodes for thermal control, will not produce multiply charged ions at a variable rate, and thus that the thruster can be operated at any level of discharge current sharing without an increase in the detrimental effects of multiply charged ions. The error of the probe and charge fraction measurements were very high, however, complicating the analysis of the charge fractions. While some error is to be expected when measuring the extremely small currents in the ExB probe, the resolution of the probe served to complicate analysis. Development of a model for the ions in the thruster discharge plasma that can predict and describe the data acquired by the ExB probe will greatly improve the accuracy of the probe as a plasma diagnostic for Hall thrusters.

There are three primary ways to improve the resolution of an ExB probe beyond that seen in the experiments reported here. First is to reduce the orifice sizes in the collimator and filter of the probe. As with any spectrometric device, the smaller the orifice through which the signal to be measured can pass, the better the resolution. The maximum distance an off-axis ion can travel, is directly calculated from the orifice sizes. Thus ions with large off-axis angles and/or positions will not be able to pass through small orifices, reducing the resolution error of the measurement. Orifice size reduction may cause signal strength issues, however, as fewer ions will be able to enter the probe and be filtered. Smaller orifices also present
an alignment problem, as all three orifices must be collinear to allow ions with the tuned velocity to pass
directly through unimpeded. Furthermore, orifices of much smaller sizes than those used in the
experiments reported here present a manufacturing and maintenance problem; small orifices can become
easily occluded with sputtered debris. This is not a large problem in a xenon thruster, however it could
potentially be a large problem in a bismuth thruster, as the condensible propellant could collect on the
orifice plates and occlude the orifices.

A second method to improve the resolution of the probe is addition of a drift tube at the exit of the
filter.\textsuperscript{35} The tube would act as a collimator at the exit of the probe, requiring that ions not only be in the
proper position to pass through the filter exit orifice, but also have the correct velocity so that they can pass
through the drift tube exit. This is a much more stringent requirement on ion detection than simply being
able to pass the filter exit orifice, and thus will filter out many of the ions which have velocities greater or
less than the tuned velocity, but still are deflected in such a way that they pass through the filter exit orifice.
This method would also lead to a smaller signal than that seen in the experiments reported here, however it
should not affect the ions at the tuned velocity and thus will provide smaller but much more resolved
signals.

A potential third method involves increasing the magnetic field strength in the probe. The
velocity measurement error is directly proportional to the magnetic field strength in the probe. Magnetic
fields of high strength cause very high forces on charged particles passing through them, which requires a
much higher electric field to compensate for. A small change in ion velocity at these high magnetic field
strengths will cause a much higher change in force than at low strengths, and thus a small change in ion
velocity will cause the ion to deflect too much to pass through the exit orifice of the filter. Increasing the
magnetic field strength is problematic, however. The rare earth magnets already in the probe are the
strongest available, preventing any upgrade of field strength from another magnet material. Use of better
ferromagnetic materials in the construction of the probe may aid in keeping the magnetic field contained
within the probe, but the increase would be small. In order to significantly increase magnetic field strength,
a series of electromagnets could be used. This solution has its own problems, however. The magnetic field
produced by an electromagnet is highly dependant on temperature, so the probe must be either very closely
temperature controlled or monitored so that the magnetic field is known at all times. Addition of a
powerful water- or nitrogen-cooled electromagnet system, however, would allow nearly unlimited magnetic field strength. Application of 1 T in the filter of the probe would reduce the energy resolution error by approximately a factor of three. Such a system would require a complete redesign of the probe casing, however, as the magnetic stainless steel used is not sufficient for such high field strengths and will saturate too easily to be useful. Operation of such a probe would require extremely high electric field strengths, and thus very high voltages on the electrode plates. In the probe utilized for the experiments reported here, it required approximately 100 V on the electrode plates to tune the probe to the most probable ion velocity for singly charged ions. If the magnetic field strength was raised to 1 T, it would require almost 300 V to achieve the same tuning. A final problem is the physical size of such a system. The probe utilized in the experiments reported here had a mass of roughly 20 kg with the water-cooling shell. Addition of a large electromagnet system would further increase this mass and may present vacuum facility integration issues, especially on a motion table.

8.3 Future Work

The experiments and conclusions reported here would benefit significantly from the following additional work:

- Duplication of thrust, ion energy, and ion multiple charge fraction measurements. The primary advantage of duplicate measurements is an increase in statistical accuracy of the analysis. A secondary advantage to duplicate measurements is that the interactions between experimental factors can be resolved.

- Redesign of the ExB probe to increase accuracy. This could include any of three methods, all of which will reduce the signal seen by the probe and could complicate ion current measurements due to the low signal. The easiest of these to implement would be addition of a drift tube to the end of the ExB filter, however this would require a completely new analysis of the resolution of the probe, while the other methods would only require application of the same analysis to a different set of constants. Development of a theoretical model which can determine the ion charge fractions from the ExB probe
data could also greatly increase accuracy, and would allow the probe to be used for much more information than currently available.

- Finally, the same set of experiments can be performed on a bismuth thruster using the same general design as the xenon thruster employed here. The data and conclusions reported here would greatly aid the characterization of a bismuth thruster and provide significant insight into the differences in performance between bismuth and xenon.
Appendix A: Motivation for Condensible Propellants

An emerging hurdle in high-power Hall thruster development has been the use of xenon as the propellant of choice. While xenon has several advantages as a propellant, namely low ionization energy, high atomic mass and easy storage and flow metering, several disadvantages preclude the use of xenon in very high power thrusters. The first disadvantage to xenon as an EP propellant is its high cost. Currently xenon can be purchased for approximately $6.65 per standard liter ($1140/kg) in small quantities. Using current commercial prices, a 500-kW Hall thruster operating at 60% anode efficiency and 2,000 s Specific Impulse ($I_p$) will consume $6,400 of xenon per hour of operation. These costs can be extrapolated to $153,600 per test day, and $64M for a 10,000-hour mission. Longer-duration missions utilizing larger thrusters or many smaller thrusters can quickly become relatively expensive to supply with propellant. To reduce this cost, more economical propellants need to be utilized. Studies have focused on krypton as a more-economical alternative to xenon, while maintaining the general design of a gas-propelled thruster.

The second major disadvantage to xenon is in ground testing. Thruster exhaust must be evacuated from a test facility in order to maintain a space-like vacuum. Typically, this is accomplished with cryogenic vacuum pumps. High facility pressures will affect the thruster performance and beam characteristics through an increase in charge-exchange ions created by collisions between exhaust ions and neutral atoms that remain the vacuum chamber. For a 500-kW thruster operating at 2,000 s $I_p$ and 60% efficiency, 1.6 g/s of xenon will enter the chamber. In order to maintain a pressure of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr ($6.7 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa) of xenon, the facility vacuum pumps must be capable of nearly 20M liters-per-second of pumping throughput. The pressure chosen was previously determined by Randolph to be sufficient to nearly eliminate facility backpressure effects. More recent observations have shown this not to be entirely accurate, however for lack of another estimate of facility pressure, the estimate of Randolph will be used. At a cost of roughly $1 per-l/s, this translates to roughly $20M in pumping equipment. The pumping requirements scale linearly with thruster power, so a 1-MW thruster will require nearly $40M in pumping equipment. Additional costs include the large vacuum chamber, support infrastructure and recurring costs such as liquid nitrogen. Unlike propellant costs, facility costs cannot be reduced unless gaseous propellant usage is eliminated, as any gaseous propellant will require evacuation from the facility.
Condensible propellants, defined as those species existing in either solid or liquid state at Standard Temperature and Pressure (0 °C, one atmosphere pressure) (STP) offer significant advantages for facility cost. While xenon, krypton, and other gaseous propellants must be actively evacuated from the test chamber, condensible propellants will naturally condense on the chamber walls, requiring no pumping. Thus, condensible propellants are ‘self-pumping,’ requiring only enough vacuum pump capacity to reach and maintain high vacuum with little to no gas load. Condensible propellants may also cost less than xenon or krypton, reducing testing costs further. Vacuum facility contamination may be an issue with condensible propellants, however. The coating of interior surfaces with propellant may require special handling procedures, especially for toxic and reactive propellants.

**A.1 Analysis of alternative Propellants**

Many factors contribute to the suitability of a Hall thruster propellant. Factors that affect performance include ionization energy, atomic mass, and ease of mass flow system construction. Condensible propellants offer a challenge in mass flow systems, as traditional gas-fed systems utilized on xenon and krypton thrusters cannot be used. Generally, the higher the melting and boiling points of a propellant, the harder it will be to design and fabricate a mass flow system. Propellant ionization is another source of inefficiency. As energy spent on ionization is not available for acceleration, reduction of ionization energy will directly increase the efficiency of a thruster. Several practical issues also contribute to the suitability of a candidate propellant. These include cost, toxicity/reactivity, and potential for spacecraft contamination. Reducing propellant cost is of obvious benefit, as less-expensive propellants allow for reduced testing and mission costs. Several alternative propellant options have been considered. Some physical properties of these propellants, including xenon as a point of comparison, are in Table A-1. This section will discuss the relative merits and difficulties with the many propellant alternatives.

Several of the Hall thruster propellants considered are toxic and/or reactive. These include cadmium, cesium, iodine, and mercury. While each of these propellants offer lower propellant costs and ionization energy than xenon, they all present problems in a testing environment.
Table A-1: properties of several Hall thruster propellant alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propellant</th>
<th>Melting Point (°C)</th>
<th>Boiling Point (°C)</th>
<th>First Ionization Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Atomic Mass (amu)</th>
<th>Cost Per Kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bismuth (Bi)</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>209.0</td>
<td>$6^{53}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium (Cd)</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>$25^{54}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesium (Cs)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>132.9</td>
<td>$40,000^{55}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine (I)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>$484^{56}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton (Kr)</td>
<td>-157</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>200.6</td>
<td>$295^{57}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury (Hg)</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>200.6</td>
<td>$4^{58}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon (Xe)</td>
<td>-112</td>
<td>-108</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>131.3</td>
<td>$1138$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these, iodine and cesium present significant reactivity hazards, while each presents a significant chronic and/or acute toxicity hazard. Currently there are no active development efforts on these propellants.

Three of the propellants considered are relatively non-toxic and non-reactive. Xenon and krypton present essentially no toxicity threat except through displacement of oxygen.$^{59,60}$ Reactivity is also of little concern, as krypton will not spontaneously react with any substance, and xenon will react only with fluorine. Bismuth presents little hazard. It is considered mildly toxic and safety precautions involve exposure limitation only.$^{61}$ While conversion of a Hall thruster from xenon to krypton requires trivial redesign of the mass flow system, bismuth presents significant development issues due to its condensable nature. Bismuth thruster development is under consideration at Stanford/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under the Very High Impulse Thruster with an Anode Layer (VHITAL) program,$^{62}$ Busek, and Michigan Technological University.$^{63}$

A.2 Energetics of propellant alternatives

A.2.1 Acceleration Kinetics

The most obvious disparity between propellant performance characteristics is a change in thrust under identical discharge voltage due to the different atomic mass. The mass ratio of the propellants is defined as:

$$MR = \frac{M_a}{M_{Xe}}$$

Eqn. A-1
where $MR$ is the mass ratio of the propellant to xenon. The thrust produced by a thruster is defined as

\[ F = u_e \dot{m} \]

Assuming that ions of any species are accelerated through the same voltage, the exhaust velocity will be:

\[
u_e = \sqrt{\frac{2qV_a}{M_{xe}}} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{MR}} = \left(\nu_e\right)_{xe} \sqrt{\frac{1}{MR}} \quad \text{Eqn. A-2}
\]

and the thrust force is:

\[
F = (u_e)_{xe} \dot{m} \sqrt{\frac{1}{MR}} \quad \text{Eqn. A-3}
\]

which is the thrust force of a xenon thruster divided by the square root of the mass ratio. Mass flows may either be the same between different propellants, or they may be adjusted so the same number of moles of propellant are utilized per second. In the case where mass flow is constant, $\dot{m}$ will be the same for all propellant options. In the case where molar flow is constant, the mass flow will change according to MR, while the discharge current will remain approximately constant. If the mass ratio is adjusted so molar flow rate and thus thruster current is constant, then the thrust will be the thrust of a xenon thruster multiplied by the square root of the mass ratio. The trends in thrust for different propellant ion masses are plotted in Figure A-1. $I_{sp}$ under constant discharge voltage will be modified similarly to exhaust velocity. As $I_{sp}$ is given by the equation:

\[
I_{sp} = \frac{u_e}{g} \quad \text{Eqn. A-4}
\]

$I_{sp}$ for any propellant is equal to the value for a xenon thruster, divided by the square root of the mass ratio. So a thruster that would normally operate on xenon at 2,000 s $I_{sp}$ would operate on krypton at 2,500 s, and on bismuth at 1,583 s for the same discharge voltage, with the other propellant options falling between the krypton and bismuth specific impulses. In order to maintain the same $I_{sp}$ with different propellants, the discharge voltage would need to be modified. Large variations in the discharge voltage...
Aside from the exhaust kinetics, the choice of propellant has a direct influence on thruster efficiency. Ionization production represents a fundamental source of inefficiency, since any energy spent in creating an ion from a neutral is not available for conversion to beam kinetic energy. As the ionization energy is exhibited as a direct power loss from the thruster, keeping the ionization energy at a minimum will increase thruster efficiency. While ionization energy is typically expressed as the energy required to singly ionize one neutral atom (eV/atom), a more convenient form for thruster analysis is the amount of energy required per-kilogram of mass flow. This factor, $E_{\text{ion}}$, then accounts for the difference in ionization potentials as well as the difference in atomic masses of the candidate species, and can be calculated by dividing the ionization energy by the mass of an atom. $E_{\text{ion}}$ can then be employed in the equation:

$$P_{\text{ion}} = \dot{m}E_{\text{ion}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. A-5}

We can use $P_{\text{ion}}$ to calculate the maximum theoretical efficiency of an acceleration process assuming that the only energy loss is propellant ionization. Expressing the kinetic power in the exhaust beam as

$$P_{\text{kin}} = \frac{1}{2} \dot{m} u_e^2 = \frac{\dot{m} g^2 I_{sp}^2}{2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eqn. A-6}

Combining Eqn (A-5) with Eqn (A-6) yields:

---

**Figure A-1: Change in thrust as a function of propellant ion mass, assuming constant acceleration voltage**

(outside the current SOA of 200-600V) cause complications in plasma acceleration physics that may preclude the use of heavy atoms at high $I_{sp}$, or light atoms at low $I_{sp}$.
Figure A-2: Fraction of thruster power required for ionization vs. I\textsubscript{sp} for all propellants examined

\[
\frac{P_{\text{ion}}}{P_{\text{kin}}} = \frac{2E_{\text{ion}}}{g^2I_{\text{sp}}^2},
\]

Eqn. A-7

Eqn A-7 is then the theoretical minimum efficiency penalty required to singly ionize and accelerate the propellant as a function of I\textsubscript{sp}. These ratios are plotted in Figure A-2.

The propellants with lower ionization energy-per-mass (E\textsubscript{ion}) require a smaller fraction of the total thruster power to ionize the propellant. It is also interesting to note that the difference between propellants becomes nearly insignificant at high I\textsubscript{sp}. At 1,000 s, the fractions range from approximately 6% for cesium up to 34% for krypton, while at 5,000 s no propellant option requires significantly more than one percent of total thruster power (krypton is highest at 1.3%). It should be noted that these calculations are a theoretical minimum where all of the propellant is ionized, there are no doubly-charged ions, no energy is spent promoting atoms or ions to excited states, and all of the ions are produced only once; there is no wall recombination and re-ionization. Any re-ionization process will present an energy loss as an ion is essentially being created twice, requiring twice the energy expenditure. The ionization power will differ in a real thruster, however the relative scaling between propellants should remain similar.

A.2.2 Collision Considerations

Any neutral propellant that is not ionized within the discharge chamber prior to escaping the thruster internal volume represents inefficiency in propellant utilization (it is not electrostatically accelerated and contributes negligibly to thrust). The probability of ionization for a given atom subject to
an electron collision is given by the ionization cross section. These cross sections are dependent on the energy of the impacting (ionizing) electron and the atomic structure of the propellant atom. Experimentally determined ionization cross-sections for bismuth, cesium, iodine, krypton, mercury, and xenon were available in literature. Cross-section measurements for cadmium could not be found. A comparison of xenon with the other propellants is plotted in Figure A-3.

In general, the lower the atom’s ionization energy the larger the ionization cross section. Thus cesium shows itself to be the most amenable to ionization, due to the extremely low ionization energy. However, bismuth and mercury do not have significantly lower cross sections than cesium. The smallest cross sections calculated were for the two propellants currently in use; xenon and krypton. Thus any change from xenon or krypton to another propellant discussed here will result in an increased probability of ionization within the discharge chamber.

Using the ionization cross-section, the rate of ionizing collisions can be calculated. The rate of ionizing collisions is given by:

\[ \nu = \sigma n_e \sqrt{\nu_n^2 + \nu_e^2}. \]

Eqn. A-8

In order to calculate estimates of \( \nu \) the electron velocity distribution function was calculated based on an

Figure A-3: Electron-Impact Ionization Cross Sections for bismuth, cesium, iodine, krypton, mercury, and xenon between threshold and 200 eV
assumed 20 eV temperature and the Maxwellian distribution. The average electron-impact ionization cross section was calculated by integrating the product of the electron energy distribution function and the ionization cross section. $\sigma$ is estimated assuming the propellant atoms are emitted with a thermal velocity distribution in equilibrium with the anode/diffuser temperature. Average electron velocity is estimated similarly, assuming the temperature of the electrons is 20 eV. Given typical anode temperatures of 700 °C, the neutral velocity will be in the range of 300-500 m/s for all species. Since the average electron velocity is four orders of magnitude higher, the neutral velocity can be neglected. Thus, collision frequencies will scale simply with ionization cross-section and electron density. An electron number density of $2 \times 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3}$ was measured by Haas and Gallimore in Ref. Error! Bookmark not defined. and is used here as a representative value to calculate collision frequencies that may be typical within a Hall thruster discharge.

Of critical importance to determination of the propellant utilization of a thruster is the electron temperature in the discharge channel. As it is impossible to determine the exact effect switching to another propellant will have on the electron temperature, values of electron temperature measured in xenon thrusters are used here for calculations. Calculated values of the collision frequency are in Table 2.

While the trends in collision frequency among the propellant candidates simply mirror the cross section scaling of Figure 3, the magnitude of $\nu$ becomes particularly important in calculating the propellant utilization efficiency. In order to measurably contribute to the thrust, a propellant atom must be ionized before it is permitted to escape the discharge chamber. Thus if the residence time is defined as $t_r = L/v_n$ and $v_n$ is defined as:

$$\bar{v}_n = \sqrt{\frac{kT}{2m}}$$

Eqn. A-9

The factor $t_r/v_n$ gives the ratio of residence time to collision time. Physically, this factor represents the average number of ionizing collisions experienced by a propellant atom before diffusing out of a discharge chamber of length $L$. If this factor is low, it is probable that propellant atoms will escape the discharge without being ionized. Using the calculated collision frequencies, assuming neutral atoms leave the gas diffuser with a temperature of 700°C, and assuming the neutral atoms must travel 100 mm to leave the channel, the average number of ionizing collisions for each propellant species is shown in Table A-2.
Table A-2: Number of ionizing collisions experienced by propellant atoms in a 100-mm channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propellant</th>
<th>Collision Frequency (x10^5 Hz)</th>
<th>Neutral Diffusion Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Number of Collisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bismuth</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesium</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the gross simplification used in determining the number of collisions precludes any confidence in the absolute magnitude of the numbers, the relative trends between propellants is a reliable indicator of utilization. The calculated ionizing collision rates show significant differences between species. When compounded with the neutral diffusion velocity, some propellants show a much higher utilization than others. Krypton suffers here, as it has the lowest ionization cross section and the highest neutral diffusion velocity. Cesium, as expected, will experience the most ionizing collisions due to its very high ionization cross section. Of particular interest here, however, is bismuth, with an estimated number of collisions only slightly less than cesium. This is due in large part to the large cross section and extremely low neutral diffusion velocity of bismuth.

While it is important to have an electron population with enough energy to ionize the propellant, it is equally important not to have an electron population so energetic as to produce significant amounts of multiply-charged ions. Previous studies on xenon thrusters have given maximum electron temperatures above 15eV.\textsuperscript{72,73} Probe-based studies of a 5-kW thruster at several operating points show the temperature is dependent on flow rate, and can be nearly 30eV in low mass-flow conditions.\textsuperscript{117} Higher mass flows appear to cool the electrons, as the drifting electrons cannot acquire as much energy through ‘falling’ towards the thruster anode after a collision. Any population of electrons with temperature greater than the second ionization potential of the propellant may create multiply ionized propellant ions. Multiply charged ions represent an inefficient use of propulsive power. For instance, a doubly charged ion will contribute twice the discharge current (and hence, draw twice the power) as a singly charged ion, however will only be accelerated to a velocity $\sqrt{2}$ times more than its single counterpart.


**Table A-3: First and Second Ionization Energies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propellant</th>
<th>First Ionization Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Second Ionization Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bismuth</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesium</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formation of multiply charged ions may be an issue for some propellants as shown in Table A-3.

Xenon has the drawback of a high first ionization energy, but its second ionization energy is quite high (21.2 eV); thus it does not readily produce $\text{Xe}^{2+}$ in typical Hall thruster plasmas, with approximately 90% of the xenon ions singly charged. Cesium and krypton also will not form large fractions of multiple ions. Other elements, such as bismuth and cadmium, may be sensitive to multiply charged ion efficiency losses in an electron population with temperatures similar to those seen in xenon devices.

**A.3 Analysis of spacecraft interactions for bismuth, xenon, and krypton**

At this point, bismuth, xenon, and krypton will be chosen for further analysis. As bismuth is nearly as efficient as cesium, without the toxicity or reactivity drawbacks, it appears to be the best choice for a high-thrust, low-Isp thruster. Krypton is chosen as an alternative only for high-Isp operation, as it is too energetically costly to ionize to be useful in a low-Isp thruster.

The sputter rate of a propellant is highly important to thruster lifetime, especially at high Isp when propellant ions have significant energy. Typically, the maximum lifetime of the thruster is determined by the time required for sputter erosion to wear through the discharge channel walls and start eroding the electromagnet poles. The sputter yield of ions normally incident on a solid surface can be calculated by:  

\[
Y(E) = 0.42 \frac{\alpha_s Q_s S_n (E)}{U_0 \left[ 1 + 0.35 U_0 S_s (E) \right]} \left[ 1 - \sqrt{\frac{E_{th}}{E}} \right]^{2.8}.
\]

Eqn. A-10

Of particular interest is $E_{th}$, as sputtering does not occur when incident ions have energies below $E_{th}$. The sputtering threshold energy is calculated by:
\[ E_{th} = \left( \frac{4}{3} \right) \frac{U_0}{\gamma} \]

Eqn. A-11

where \( \gamma \) is the elastic energy transfer factor. This factor is involved in the calculation of the threshold sputtering energy, and thus affects the sputtering rate at all energies. \( \gamma \) is calculated by the equation:

\[ \gamma = \frac{4M_iM_s}{(M_i + M_s)^2} . \]

Eqn. A-12

Calculations were made for bismuth, krypton, and xenon ions incident on a carbon surface as a representative thruster material (it is unclear whether or how this model can be applied to BN as a target material). While carbon is not normally used in Hall thrusters, there has been experimental effort into using it as an electrode material.\(^{76,77}\)

The sputtering threshold for ions on carbon was found to be different for each species; 202 eV for bismuth, 135 eV for xenon, and 95 eV for krypton. These results mean that for a given distribution of ion energies, fewer bismuth ions will be above the sputtering threshold than xenon or krypton. For ions above threshold, the model can be used to predict sputter rates. The calculated sputter rates over a range of ion energies are plotted in Figure A-4.

The results of sputtering calculations show that bismuth will induce less sputtering on carbon substrates at energies anticipated in Hall thruster operation. At high energies (greater than 1,200 eV) bismuth will cause higher sputtering than xenon and krypton, however this range is beyond the operational

![Figure A-4: Sputter Yield of carbon under bismuth, xenon and krypton ion collisions](image-url)
envelope of SOA Hall thrusters. Bismuth’s erosion advantage is further extended if sputtering is analyzed under constant mass flow. As bismuth has an atomic mass of 209 amu, nearly 60% greater than the atomic mass of xenon (131 amu) and 2.5 times as high as krypton (84 amu), a given mass flow of bismuth will contain fewer ions. To determine the effect of the increased mass of bismuth, the calculations were scaled to indicate the mass of surface sputtered away per unit mass of ions. These results are displayed in Figure A-5 and show that bismuth will cause less erosion than xenon or krypton given equal mass flows. These results are encouraging for the lifetime of a bismuth thruster, as the thruster structures should exhibit lower erosion for the same total mass throughput. The erosion rate for bismuth remains less than xenon or krypton until the ion energies approach 10,000 eV, at which point the erosion rates converge. For ion energies higher than 10,000 eV, which are not included in Figure 5, the lighter propellants become favorable. It should be noted that the erosion rate is primarily driven by the ion mass and atomic number, and the ratios of these to the atoms in the surface. As the other propellants analyzed fall between krypton and bismuth in size, they will exhibit sputter rates somewhere between those of krypton and bismuth.

One complicating factor for use of bismuth or any other condensable propellant is deposition on spacecraft surfaces. As the surfaces of a spacecraft may be well below the melting point of a condensable propellant, ions impacting on spacecraft surfaces will stick similarly to the interior of a vacuum tank. This would present a problem for solar arrays and other optical systems, as it is not desirable to have coatings of opaque metals on the transparent lenses and plates of such systems. Other spacecraft integration issues include coating of radiator and dielectric surfaces. Coatings of propellant atoms on radiators will reduce
emissivity and radiative efficiency. Dielectrics are very vulnerable to propellant deposition, as conductive coatings on the surface of a dielectric will render it ineffective. Spacecraft design and interaction studies will require future research.

**A.4 Feed System for Condensible Propellant Operation**

Development of a feed system for a condensible propellant is a major technical obstacle. A large advantage to mercury, as used in NASA thrusters, was that it was a liquid at room temperature; it could be transported through propellant lines with little heat input and the only significant need for external heating was for the evaporator. This system may not be practical for bismuth or the other condensible propellants analyzed here, as the entire propellant feed system would need to be maintained above the melting point of the propellant. This would not present much of a problem for cesium due to the very low melting point, but for bismuth operation, the propellant must be maintained in excess of 271°C. Bismuth thrusters in Soviet research utilized a propellant feed system that was maintained in excess of 1,000°C, in order to flow gaseous bismuth directly into the thruster. Additionally, the thruster body was heated above 1000°C using resistive heaters. This method may present a problem, however, in that a number of heaters consuming significant amounts of power are likely required. While using large amounts of power for a propellant evaporation system is possible in ground testing, any development of a flight system cannot allow for such expenditures. The use of condensible metal propellants in future Hall thrusters will require development of an energy-efficient feed system. An additional energy expenditure is the evaporation of the propellant, requiring enough heat input to overcome the heat of fusion of the propellant. The energy required to overcome the heat of fusion of the propellant is negligible compared to the total thruster power; Bismuth, for example, requires 54 mW of power per mg/s of mass flow to evaporate.

**A.5 Summary of analysis of propellant options**

For high-\(I_{sp}\) missions, krypton may prove advantageous as it provides the highest \(I_{sp}\) of the options presented here for a given acceleration voltage, and at such high exhaust energies the large ionization cost is minimized. The erosion rate due to sputtering will also be lower for krypton than other propellants at very high energies (above 10,000 eV). For high-thrust, low-\(I_{sp}\) missions, however, the large heavy atoms...
may provide a benefit. Bismuth provides higher thrust per unit mass than the lighter propellant options given equal accelerating voltages and is very easy to ionize. While cesium is the easiest to ionize, once the average number of collisions in a Hall thruster channel is analyzed, it proves to be only incrementally better than bismuth. Cesium is also only marginally better in the fraction of thruster power required for ionization than bismuth. Heavy atoms also provide an advantage in erosion rate for most ion energies, up to extremely high specific impulses.

Condensible propellants also offer significant advantages over gases. Primary of these is the elimination of the costly and complex pumping apparatus required to maintain acceptable vacuum levels. This benefit is complementary to the increased efficiency of condensible species for low-Isp, and correspondingly high flow rate, missions that are most expensive to ground test. Condensible propellants may cause spacecraft contamination issues, as unlike the gaseous propellants condensibles will deposit on spacecraft surfaces.

Among the condensible propellant options, bismuth shows the most promise for Hall thruster use and is likely superior to other candidates for high-thrust, low-Isp missions. It combines the advantages of higher thrust at the same discharge current as a xenon thruster, low cost, ease of ionization, and lower sputter erosion rate than the other propellants examined. The main disadvantage to bismuth, however, is that any thruster design must incorporate a method of heating the bismuth evaporator to temperatures where evaporation is significant. It is also much less likely that spacecraft surfaces will be warm enough to avoid or reduce bismuth deposition due to the high melting and boiling points. A second, and possibly significant, disadvantage of bismuth may be its propensity to form doubly charged ions at lower electron temperatures than xenon.
Appendix B: Experimental and Statistical Analysis

Methods

In order to obtain a thorough characterization of the performance and plume changes as shim voltage is adjusted to move discharge current from the shims to the anode, data were taken at several thruster operating points. The operating points examined consisted of a full factorial design consisting of three factors. The first two factors, main anode voltage and propellant mass flow, had three levels each (main anode voltages of 300, 350, and 400 V, and propellant mass flows of 4, 5, and 6 mg/s). These were chosen as several of these operating conditions were near the original BPT-2000 anode voltages and power levels, while also providing a throttling range of approximately 800 W above and below the 2 kW design. The location of current deposition was the third factor in the experiments, and was split into five levels; 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and <5% of the discharge heating on the shims. Control of the shim voltage relative to the main anode voltage was the source of the changes in discharge heating levels, however the use of shim voltage as a factor in the experiment instead of the discharge heating could not be done, as the shim voltages required for a given level of discharge heating was not constant across different main anode voltages and propellant flow rates. As the experiment used different numbers of levels of each factor, a fractional design could not be used and the full factorial design of 45 thruster operating points was necessary. No duplicate measurements were performed. Determination of whether a factor caused a significant effect on any of the measurements performed was accomplished through the use of the analysis of variance method. This method uses all data collected to develop an estimate of the sample variance, and is dependent on the experimental factors being independent from each other and that the data are normally distributed. The requirement that all factors be independent is well-met in the experiments reported here; anode voltage, propellant mass flow, and the location of discharge electron heating were controlled separately from each other and thus one factor could be easily changed without any effect on the other two. The requirement that the data be normally distributed is difficult to determine from these data. Determination of whether the data are normally distributed can usually only be accomplished through many repetitions of the measurements, determining the distribution about the sample mean, and deciding whether
the distribution is normal or otherwise. As there were no duplicate measurements taken, there can be no proof of a normal distribution of the measurements.

Two results can be obtained from the analysis of variance and the ANOVA table generated by the method; a highly accurate estimate of the variance, and the statistical probability that a given factor or combination of factors have a significant effect on a measured property. In the experiments reported here, no duplicate measurements were taken. As the use of duplicates is typically necessary to determine the experimental error, another method must be used to find the error estimate. In this case, the interactions between experimental factors were used to estimate the error. In any three-factor experiment, there are three two-factor interactions and one three-factor interaction; the interactions between factors A and B, between A and C, between B and C, and between A, B, and C. In this case, factor A was the anode voltage, factor B the mass flow, and factor C the amount of discharge electron heating on the shims. As previously stated, factor C was chosen based on having the independent variable of the data points equally spaced and in the same place for every combination of factors A and B; using shim voltage for C would not allow this, as it was not the same for all operating points. Analysis was done under the null hypothesis assumption; that none of the experimental factors had a significant effect on the property of interest (thrust, specific impulse, efficiency, beam divergence, ion energy, etcetera). Thus the P-value calculated in each table is the confidence that the hypothesis is true; large numbers mean the hypothesis is true, that the factor had no effect on the measurement, while small numbers mean that the factor had a significant effect. Typically P-values over 5% indicate the factor had no statistically significant effect. This assumption is open to interpretation, however, and larger P-values may be chosen to invalidate the null hypothesis.

An additional benefit of performing analysis of variance is it supplies an estimate of the sample variance. The mean squared error (MSE) produced by the analysis is a direct estimate of the sample variance, thus the square root of MSE is an estimate of the standard deviation of the sample. The t-distribution is used for calculation of the confidence interval. Under the normality assumption, a distribution of data will approach the perfect normal distribution as the number of data points goes to infinity. This is clearly not possible, so the t-distribution is used, which is a modification of the normal distribution to adjust for the increased uncertainty inherent with a small number of measurements. Calculation of the confidence interval, then, is accomplished by:
\[ X = X_m \pm t_{1-\alpha, df} \sqrt{\frac{MS_E}{d}}. \]  

Eqn. B-1

In the case of the experiments performed, the number of measurements at each factor combination is one, so the equation simplifies to:

\[ X = X_m \pm t_{1-\alpha, df} \sqrt{MS_E}. \]  

Eqn. B-2
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